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NEW MEXICO, THURSDAY, MARCH 27, 1913.
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SECRETARY OF WAR
WILL TAKE CHARGE.
Washington, D.' C, March 27.
Secretary Garrison, of the war
department, will leave Washing- -ton late today for the Hood (lis- X
triet to take personal charge of X
relief measures and personally X!
X:
represent President Wilson.

!xxxxxxxxxsx;

EXTEND AID

DEFEATED AT

TO NEEDY

CANANEA

None
children were rescued today.
!of them could move a muscle, being
chilled through. They were removed GOVERNOR ISSUES
to the Van Cleve school, where hunOF
AS HEAD
dreds of other rescued persons were

TO AWAIT CRUDE BURIAL

ARE CRAZED BY FEAR

NEW MEXICO TO FEDERALS

CALL
RED

FOR

MORENO

FUNDS COLONEL

CROSS

GIVES

WOMEN UPSET
i

UP AT - GRAPHIC

TEMPT TO DEFEND LITTLE MINING!

RE-

AND

TOWN

taken.
THIS
IN
ORGANIZED
CENTLY
"I'd have fallen into the water if it;
STATE-FUTO MARRON.
had not been for daddy," exclaimed
jthe little girl who was first of the four:
j
to recover sufficiently to talk.
New Mexico will extend aid o the
Into
CARCASSES
came
the
water
the
"When
HUMAN
TO
ADDITION
DODIES,
liood sufferers In Indiana and Ohio.
AGENT OF GOVERNOR COX SAYS THAT IN
house we had to climb on the roof.
and mamma held Governor McDonald, as head of the
DISEASE IS CERTAIN TO FOLLOW Daddy held me uuae
thiMinhf New .Mexico branch of the Americar
rnlH.
OF HORSES FILL STREETS OF DAYTON, AND THAT
kiAkai ' nh ' it
this afternoon sent
was going to die, but Daddy kept lied Cross society,
ARE
TAKEN
MEASURES
RELIEF
me."
of
hold
UNLESS PROMPT
;

'

MUNITIONS

NDS

TURNS

THE BOATS

OVER
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TO ENEMY.

DESCRIPTION
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SCENES

DURING ATTEMPTS

TO
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SUFFERERS
BY

PERU ARE

AT

TOLD

PARTICIPANT.

Naco, Ariz., March 27. Estimates WILD ANIMALS DIE
of the loss in the three days' battle.
at Cananea, which ended last n'ght in
CONFINED IN CAGES
ihe surrender of tho federal garrison
place the killed at 100. Of these the
Plymouth, Iud., March 27. Graphic
and the state troops
defenders lost
description, of the horrors of the flood
M Mine DOy, wno, uumthj yebiciua
27.r).
The governor asks that all those
li.MM in full einht
Uiat is believed to have swept up 200
,, I..1 MU
,..Bv, w.m.. ... .m.. -- ' -- ' dotting to this worthy cause, send
His men worn out by nek o' food or more residents of Peru, Indiana, to
He
saved.
was
the rescuers,
probably their donations to O. N. Marion, ol
Colonel Moreno surrendered 275 men watery graves, and made thousands
will die. The little fellow was diswho is state trersurer
covered after the flood had risen so Albuquerque,
IS officers, COO rifles, three rapM fire homeleBS was given today by Gilbert
of the Red Cross society.
caof ammuni- liessler, one of the heroes of the
high he could not weather the waters.
The New Mexican has already tart guns and a large quantity
In a foreign settlement a father shot
lamity.
comGeneral A.lfaro Obregon,
flood suf- tion.
and almost unWeary, tired-eyeand killed his four children, his wife ed a fund for the aid of the at Albu- mander of the state troops declared
and
the
newspapers
ferers
flood.
nerved from the loss of sleep and tho
and then jumped into the
would
federals
the
defeated
that
today
are calling for f'inrio.
sight he had witnessed, young KeBsler
"Very few cases of looting have querque
be shown all consideration as prison
The New Mexico branch ol the Red ers of war.
Two looters caught
been reported.
The many wounded are staggeder from the relief train of the
a
beinir collected todav in the company stricken city.
by the militia were taken before the Cross society was organized only
few months ago, but it is believed that hosuital. American club, and lintel a
Kessler's most vivid picture was 'the
chief of police.
will meet with Cananea and are nursed
women
While and sulcide of several
"Don't bring looters to me," the of- the call for funds
by
and that the new state Red Cross volunteers.
worst ficer said. "Kill them where
so
The
the
rescue
boats.
million
acres,
the
response
ready
from
who
several
a
leaped
erous.
epidemic
typhoid
caught."
Fearing
NUMBER OF DEAD
do its share towards relieving
effect of its breakings would
sights,
On Tuesday in the business district, will
wl'h his raging current and the
who
Pedro
General
Ojeda.
NEVER WltL BE KNOWN. the. state board of health is making possible
work of rescue. A show cases filled with silverware, conditions of misery and sufferinir that small federal force alone remains in he declared, had maddened them.
27, Many arrangements to clean up the larger be to retard the
March
Dayton, Ohio,
calamity.
break could not cause a rise of more costly cut glass and jewelry floated have become a nation-wid"It is too awful ever to forget," said
riVr cities stricken by the flood.
was twenty llv?
from
the
removed
Sonora,
dead are being
The cull issued by the governor is northern
one foot.
than
with a shudder. "It was cold.
Kessler.
down
unnoticed
of
stacka
store
out
Naco.
from
is
the
miles
urgare
beina
going
today
That money by telegraph
er at Rlverdale. They
as follows:
All of today's bodies were washed stream.
and
accorddisdamp
flood
misty, and the sight of that
of
Ohio's
ent need
swept
Mrs. Ojeda, sojourning at Dourjlas.
ed three deep along the bank,
No
black water rushing on just seemed to.
West- tricts, is the substance of a proclama- up or exposed as the water fell.
From all parts of Dayton came TO THE PEOPLE OF NEW MFJ'ICO
at
the
received
from
Mexico
word
toword
received
has
City
just
ing
one knows how many have been re stories of heroic rescues,
The American Red Cross has called
out of most of us. and
ern Union .headquarters.. It started tion issued by Governor Cox. He
that her husband is promoted to h j take the heart women. I was
The five different sections
no atten- - 'l'on us for funds to assist in the re
covered
the
piloting
uald
stolid
The
volunteers
The
l
especially
to
in
Is
afternoo
his
get
this
for
of
Impossible
supplies
sr'J
daricg
;.in4
snowing
brigade
general
off
lone of the rescue boats to the court
tion to them. All of them for three lief and care of the sufferers f.um the defending Naco.
esimate"of 5,000 dead apparently is to the stricken districts because rail of the town are practically cjt
from each other.
that recently swept,
house, and the boat was pretty well
days have constantly oered:ffffffffffff terrible storms
near corrert. The total number of road trains are unable to operate and
Ohio and Indiana. Tc.o Red
In the
filled. One of our passengers was a
Through all, prominently
that supplies can best be procured at
dead will never be known.
days have constantly offered their through
in. MRS. EATON IS
Several lost Cross is now officially organized
woman.
lives to save others.
The menace of fire continues this the nearest points to the cities and front, stands the fact tlat a firm
Mexico and its treasurer is Hon
in the strength of the grea Miami their lives.
lief
banks
on
of Ohio.
the
Watchers
is
flood
affected.
situation
district
"The
the
"We were moving rather shakily
in
morning
INDICTED TODAY
levee and a feeling of safety saw them trying to reach persons InjO. X. Marron, of Albuquerque. I urge
one of the main streets when
through
Dayton is still burning and appeals critical and the need is urgent," said! river
i
e
emm
woman
ana
MURDER CHARGE all of a sudden I saw this woman rise
ON
floatino houses, saw their boats uo- Contributions may added much to the huge death list,
have been sent' out for dynamite to the proclamation.
to
Mexico to extend a helning hand
'
from her seat and begin to wail: 'Oh,
blow up buildings in the path of the be sent to Governor Cox,
Early Tuesday morning volunteers set and the men go down.
Send
Late in the day a large frame house these stricken fellow beingj.
'
27.
IN DAYTON.
Mrs. what is the use! We'll all be drowned
'hurried through the threatened diet
flames.
March
Mass.,
Plyiuouth,
Mr.
lo
contributions
promptly
your
A blizzard is reported from parts of
Further danger from flood was pass- ricts warning residents to move Thes? floated down the river. Four women- ;,
Jessie Eaton was indicted today any way; and she plunged from hef
o
As they near- .Hell U II ul muuq UCin M I vt
of warnings largely were disregarded and were in the windows.
the Inundated area. Cold weather and ing today, but the apprehension
the murder of her hus- - seat into the boiling, fuming torrent,
charcreu W
M'ivwtrn
who dropped ed the Main street bridge they waved
now hamper the work of rescue.
"The next moment, I found myself
Admiral
Kear
Joseph C. Eaton
great loss of life from famine, expos at 8 o'clock the people
taud.
State President American
Relief measures are being perfect- ure and sickness was growing hourly. the warning lightly were battling for at the crowds on the banks and the
The widow who Is 0 years the junior h. the water. I saw a little arm stick
Cross.
lied
of
provied in many cities. Carloads
building struck the piers. There was
The flood waters receded three feetheir lives.
of the naval officer was arrested last Up for a moment. 1 made a grab for
The west levee had gone out, Other a swirl in the waters and a little farsions, clothing and other supplies are, during the night and it was expected
it, but it went down. There was no
Thursday.
most of those breaks followed. A reservoir added ther down stream the debris appearready for transportation as fast as that before dark
The indictment charges that Mrs. chance to swim in that Niagara. I
naOhio
women.
The
the
homes
ed
but
were
and
without
moved.
to
torrents
be
can
the
jerkdown-towtrains
district
marooned in the
Eaton placed arsenic In a cereal drink struck the stern of our row boat ancr
tional guardsmen are also ready to would be liberated. Four motor boats ed from their foundations and torn to
Farmers from north of Dayton as
which the admiral took with his seized it with one hand. Then I gradcan
move to Dayton as soon as they
this pieces. Fifth street bridge and a rail far as thirty miles are answering an
which arrived from Cincinnati
j meals.
ually drew myself aboard.
went out. Four others appeal for provisions and bringing
enter the city.
morning were taken to the water's road bridge
"We picked up one of our oarsmen,
The evidence upon which the wid
At Zanesville, the flood conditions edge and an effort made to extend im- are standing and can be used as soon all they can spare, keeping only
ow was arrested revealed that much a little later. He was still alive.
are growing worse every minute. No mediate relief to the more urgent as the water goes down.
enough to provide for their families.
"Later we were bringing another
of the family life of the Eatons had
The toll of life also was augmented Relief stations are furnishing coffee,
fire has been reported from that city. cases found.
boat
load to the court house when a
been
unhappy.
dan
the lack of boats, .Riverdale,
to
The Ohio river is rising but the
woman lunged out despairingly and all
Although there are constant rum throughthe oreatest number were saved hot soup, sandwiches and clothing
come.
who
all
ger stage at Cincinnati is believed to ors of great numbers of deaths fromvwhere
.
.
f . ,
,.
of us went over. Again it was a fight
have been passed.
uvaio larval, iiwhi n ,waow- ' "
"If the death list is only 1,000 I
fires and flood in far parts of the city, lieu
reason
sort.
(Ap- - and I was engaged in saving myself.
risked
their
These
volunteers
politics
except
perhaps
Western Pennsylvania is facing a up to the
present there can be no ac- lives to remove persons trapped in will consider it a marvelous dispensaFour times altogether I was thrown
and
Sharon
plause.)
grave flood situation.
tual knowledge nor intelligible, estition," telegraphed Governor Cox's
waflood
15
of
tick- - out Into the water and I am still won"I believe that a
homes.
feet
their
Newcastle report
mate of the mortalities.
secretary today.
AND PROGRES- - K is the ticket to be elected and I dering how I managed to escape.
BOTH DEMOCRATS
ter.
"Women and children First," was
.
it ii is ien inousana,
win not oe
George F. Burba, representing Gov- the order, and many husbands and
IN OHIO.
long and hope to see the day when a
"The current swept around street
Horrible as this Is," he
SIYES SEEK TO ELIMINATE POLIlaw will be passed in New Slexico as corners with tremendous Torce and
With Ohio rivers and streams sub- ernor Cox, today telegraphed the gov- fathers were forced to stay Ir- their surprised.
will
"the
real
grow
suffering
ernor urging that special emphasis be homes while their famine were re said,
oarsmen
siding today, the state is emerging
TICS FROM THE CITY SCHOOL exists in some western states making only the most experienced
worse for days. There are 70,000
it unlawful to have school directors could propel a craft with any degree
from the greatest flood it has even given to the great need of immediateis moved to safety.
homeless.
are
fed
The
being
refugees
and
There
provisions.supplies
BOARD.
names appeal- under a party emblem of
known.
"Swim," the rescuers told the men from hand to mouth with less than a '
safety."
not a full days food supply In the city
on a ticket,
Kessler gave a description of the
were able to do so. When the
who
When the full account is made, it and before
food
ahead."
supply
is
1,000
it
day's
that
night
likely
the
list
for
"I appeal to you, my friends, to aid food on the first night.
first day was over, boats could not be RESCUER DIES FROM
is believed the total death
That politics should play no part i:i
persons . who have been held down
rere
in placing woman in her proper sphere
used. Time and again they
state will run well over two thousand town
"We heard the roaring of lionB and
without
or
food
since
water
COLD.
TO
school
Fe
EXPOSURE
the
of
the
election
Santa
and that Is looking after CHILDREN. neighing of horses and realized that a
and the property damage will amount Tuesday, will be rescued and there is smashed. On the roof of one house al!
Ind., March 27. Or - hoard on April 1 was the expression
Indianapolis,
a little boy clung. He
I refer to the children who are at the circus which has winter quarters at
to $100,000,000.
no provisions for them nor places to day yesterday,
rescue work was resumed aft- heard at both the Progressive and
schools as Peru had been engulfed. The lions
was removed today in a serious con ganized
Dayton is the worst affected of the care for them.
er daylight today In the flooded dis- Democratic convention in session this home and who are at the and
dition.
well.
(Prolonged
cheers) and other animals in cages died in the
applause
bod-a
many cities swept by the floods. Not
within
Burba says that
of west Indianapolis.
Police of- afternoon.
day,
The conventions w.ere still In ses- cages, roaring until the water swalLast night's devastating fire which trict
only has the death loss from drowning ies of the thousands of horses will be
women should be elected to
ficials and rescue workers estimated
That
there been extremely heavy, but fire decomposing in the muddy streets and apparently slumbered during the day that 500 persons spent the second this school board in order tint the sion as the New Mexican went to lowed them. The elephants escaped
this It will be Impossible even to care for has begun again to burn again fiercepress.
which raged unchecked early
Into the wafer and started for the
night of the flood in the second floors best interests of the pupils be tnrved
the the bodies of human
ly. Watchers from the top of the of houses and
MEET AGAIN AT 7:30 P. M.
shore and that was the last we saw of
was
morning, threatened to destroy
which
also
declaration
a
were
aroused
Three
beings.
buildings.
exCash Register office saw numerous
will them."
The Democratic convention
business sections.
known to have been drowned, and a proionger applause at both convenIf the down town section is relieved
in the flames.
meet again af T:30 o'clock tonight to
of snow and freezing tempera- tions.
George F. Burba, private secretary by night it may permit the city au- plosions
night
On Third street in West Dayton a ture
The Progressives met at their head hear reports which now are being pre- HUNGRY MEN LIVE
to Governor Cox made a .hazardous thorities to get ' together with the
threatened an Increase in the
flat car weighted down with pig iron is death list
ON FREE LUNCHES,
The meeting will be held at
M. A. Otero pared.
with
and
last
to
to
is
reported
quarters
and
Dayton
and
the
relief
grow
night
committees
militia and
expected
trip
i
court house.
the
K.
C.
chairman
as
and
Burke
Washington. D. C, March 27.- - Tho
county
rescue
The
that the property loss would amount make some organized attempt to give being,onrun down into the toflooded disthe day.
acting
steadily
through
street car tracks
trict
lofficeseekers cannot "get next" to thebring out workers expected to begin an organ- as 'secretary. The Democrats discusREPUBLICANS CONFER
to $50,000,000 and that the deaths aid to the north side tomorrow.
vater bound persons. Six men go on ized search
to 4 the Republican situation in Washington.
Hundreds
At 3 minutes
sed the school problem over" ft As
would approximate $1,000. From all
for the dead by noon.
Except for a solitary branch of the the car and a hundred or more
pull it ..The known dead:
city central committee led by the fam Jcame' here to get on the governmert
section of the state militia equipped Dayton, Lebanon, and Cincinnati the
seinbly Hall In the Old Palace.
At the Progressive convention
it ous Republican war horse, V. S. Sen-- ' payroll, hut the red tape in the way
with food and blankets are has- railroad over which a single train can out of the water by a huge cable.
George Smith, died from exposure.
two
Rescued
who
for
and
!ator Thomas Benton Catron, talked is making lean pocketbooks
persons
suf
was
relief
a
of
to
days
the
declared
the
that
Charles
Dayton
robcue
worker,
tening
Rogers,
creep cautiously at a time, rail com
convention s empty stomachs.
ticket is the Kicat desire of the Doonle i",n the Democratic
ferers and It was reported last night munication has not been restored. It have expected death .'with every min- drowned.
Saloon men who furnish fee lunth
of Santa Fe and to secure this kind Pastes as a committee to confer over
that the advance guard was patroll- takes 12 hours for a train to come up ute, are lifted from the car to waiting
Bud Boyd, shoemaker, drowned.
Smith was a volunteer boat man of a ticket a committee was appoint- - 'he selection of a ticket. The report! are in doubt as to whether to keep it
ing the principal streets In boats and over this line from Cincinnati, a dis- automobiles and taken to shelter. First
wort:
checking incipient ruffianism.
tance of fifty miles. Mayor Hunt of they are given several cups of hot cof- who was thrown into the water when e.(i to confer with the Democrats hold-- , "lnt a fusion ticket is to be named at up. They are Belling 5 cents'
25 cents'
revived and everyone
beer
and
away
giving
The appeal of Governor Cox for Cincinnati has been urged to see that fee and wrapped in warm clothing. his boat capsized and died later from Ing a convention two blocks away. On'""'
Jworth of food.
;V
outside help has received quite a re- a train load of supplies be kept con- Women and children collapse, strong exposure to the cold of the waters. He this committee were Colonel Bronson Phased.
'
so
weak
with
men
cold
are
and
M.
was
fatigue
found by other rescuers clinging
Cutting, Mrs. Jacob Weltmer, Mrs.!
sponse and today provisions, and sup- stantly on the move on this road. An
have to be carried by hundreds, to the branches of a tree.
F. T. Blandy, .lesus Gonzales and A.
were
inthey
kinds
hurried
Is
of
all
effort
to
also
made
here
being
being
plies
That section of Indianapolis lying E. P. Robinson. The committee at
from neighboring states. The list of duce all who are able and who ca"n have been rescued here and more
webt of the river is the poorest In once went to the Democratic convenknown dead In this city has been in- find outside places of refuge to leave await the coming of the fiat car.
As the car comes to a stop in front
tion, arriving in the midst of an elocreased to twelve, with a missing list the city as fast as the train service
William
of fifty. At Delaware the known dead will permit Needless suffering was of the Western Union office, owners
quent speech of
(Continued on page eight).
T. Thornton.
'number 33, Sidney reports 100 dead caused by the report today of the of automobiles crowd around eager to
GOV. THORNTON.
and Tiffin 50.
oreaKing, or me Lewiston reservoir, carry the sufferers to private homes.
XS
On the side walks crowds of per-- i
Omaha, Neb., March 2.7. Two more , scouring the ruins of the stricken
PRESIDENT WILSON
It was believed this morning that when men rushed - through the upSome of Governor Thornton's strik- of Omaha's Easter Sunday trict in search of bodies, many of
OFFERS HIS SERVICES. X ing sentences were:
the Lewiston reservoir near Dayton, town streets shouting "flee for your sons who have friends and relatives
Coroner Crosby believes aro
in the inundated districts search every X
"I am familiar with Democratic tornado died during the night of
which had threatened to break dur- lives, the reservoir has broken."
Washington. D. C, March 27. S
Families living outside the danger face. Some times there are cries of S President Wilson has determin- - X conventions and I believe in them but juries. They were Mrs. Pearl Adams, still buried beneath the ruins. To this
ing the night, had been sufficiently;a bride of three weeks, wife of a street! time 112 dead have been identified
strengthened and that no further dan- zone gathered their babies and be- happiness as the vigil is rewarded, but N ed to go to the Ohio flood If his X
of
in
are
more
and
arms
car conductor, and Mrs. E. S. Snyder, .vithin the city of Omaha. Conncil
often
crowds
their
fled
feared.
the
be
need
for
X
do
the
board.
school
can
Resumption
Jt
longings
the
disappointthere
good.
(Applause).
ger
presence
any
and Fluffs and other adjacent cities report
X The president will await word X
rail traffic will be made today if pos- Cash Register office, crushing into ed.
"I have lived here for years and 1 whose home was at Twenty-fourtfuneral were 42. making a total of 154. A number
After hanging to the roof of their X from Secretary Garrison and then X have seen change in administrations Lake streets. Fifty-twsible. Not only are bridges washed that already overcrowded structure.
The reservoir contains 17,000 acres home for thirty hours with strong
out everywhere, but the tracks of
decide whether to Join the aid X followed by a sudden change of teach- held yesterday. For the first time of the injured are still In the hospital
ers men and women, able, tried and since the tornado thjB city was able 'and Borne of them probably will not
many of the principal railroads still of water apace and it was pointed out wind blowing and a heavy anow fall- X party.
re flooded and wash outs are num- - that the flood district Is estimated at ing, August Schmidt, hit wife and. two
true without a chemical trace of a to put at work today a force, of men J recover.
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Women of Experience Advise the Use
of Mother's Friend.

NOTHING BUT RICH

There Is n certain ikjjieo of trepidation In
IV minds of must women In romtnl to the
Tbe lunging to
subject of motherhood.

PRIZES FOR EFFORT

MANVILLE DUSTBANE
OR SWEEPING POWDER.

TRY OUR CENTURY OIL.

THE NEW MEXICAN'S

$5,000 PRIZE

IS OPEN TO ANY

CONTEST

MAN

possess Is often contradlrtcd by tbe Inher- tui i'iir or a period or (Ubiivhs.
Hut there need be no such dread In view
of t; i" fact that we have a most noble
MEXICO-ONA
-FEW WEEKS
NEW
LY
TO HUN ENTER THE RACE remeily in what Is known as Mother's
Frlriul.
This is an external application
that lias a wonderful Influence and control
TODAY.
over ilie muscular tissues of the abdomen.
By lis dally use the muscles, cords, tendons
and ligaments all gently oxnaud without
the lihiitCBt strain; there Is no pain, no
nam a, no nervousness : what was dreaded
as u severe physical ordeal becomes a calm,
IN GOLD COIN
sercii joyful anticipation that has its
such as our foremost teachers of
Rur:i!! are striving to drill Into the
minds of the present generation.
In nlmost every community there are
THE GRAND CAPITAL
women who have used Mother's Friend, and
they me the ones that recovered quickly,
conserv.-their health and strength to thus
rule
presirt' over families destined by every
of pin lnlogy and the history of successWould you like ta earn 11U00 in gold secures them as one of their constitu- ful men nnd' women to repeat the story ol
YOU MUST PAINT THE NEW HOUSE; YOU OUGHT TO
PAINT THE
achievement.
during the next few weeks in ex- ents. This contest only lasts a few greater
Mother's Friend Is prepared after the OLD ONE, IT PAYS BECAUSE
SAVES THE HOUSE.
the
doctor
noted
a
of
effort?
formula
by
and
Uet
now.
family
time
a
little
short
for
weeks,
busy
change
YOU'LL ENJOY HOME MORE IF YOUR HOUSE IS NEWLY, BRIGHT-LBradfleld Regulator Co., I.'i8 Lamar Bldg.,
COMPLETE LIST OF PRIZES.
Or, would you rather have a fine $450
Atlanta, Oa.
PAINTED
SO WILL YOUR WIFE AND FAMILY.
hook
to
Instructive
for
motheir
them
Write
The list of prizeB and manner of disStory & Clark piano, $200 Indian
You will find Mother's
erpe. tant mothers.
WHAT'S THE USE OF LIVING UNLESS YOU LIVE?
Frlrurl on sale by ell drug stares at 11.00
torcycle, $150 diamond ring, trip to the tribution is as follows:
OUR PAINTS "STICK" AND HOLD THEIR COLOR.
Pacific coast, scholarship or gold
One Thousand Dollars in Oold Coin. a bottle.
OR SINGLE" OF

STATE

FE AND

SANTA

OF

-

WINTER GROCERY CD.
p

IFHOlTJij 40.

BIG

WOMAN "MARRIED

OR

H

Expectant Mother

ft?

Get Our Prices On Flour and Potatoes.

THURSDAY, MARCH 27, 1913.

To The Young

NOT SOMETHING FOR

Dr. Hxt
roi
g

3fl

-

NEW MEXICAN

IS

$1,000

VTrvm

PRIZE

YOUR .HOUSE

AND RETAIL

WHOLESALE

if

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.
Soli Agents For

watch?
To be awarded the candidate securing
A profusion of prizes are being of- the greatest number of votes in the ALAMOCORDO MAY
WOOD-DAVI- S
All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds io bulk and packages fered in The New Mexican's big sub- entire contest, regardless as to dis
ALFALFA SEED.
GET
In num- trict limitations.
Phone 14.
scription contest twenty-fivIF IT'S HARDWARE WE HAVE IT.'
valued at over $5000 and It is
ber,
The only exclusive
&
Four
in
Clark
Fe
house
Pianos,
$450 Story
27.
N.
March
women
M.,
Alamogordo,
up to the energetic men and
(purchased of Learnard-LindemaSome plan or movement
has been
of Santa Fe and the state of New Mex Co.,
N. M.) To be awardAlbuquerque,
launched in Chicago looking to the
ico to claim them.
ed the candidates having the greatest
Here is an opportunity, surely, for number of votes in each of the four founding of a national home for tuberPhone Black
Phone Black
cular children In Alamogordo. This Is
ihe man or woman who looks at districts
after the grand capital prize lnd.cated
by a telegram of inquiry
everything from a business point of has been awarded.
r
Alamogordo
view and who arrives at a conclusion
Four $200 Indian Motorcycles, (purfrom the Chicago Tribune.
as to its merits by the way it apchased of Neal & Klrkpatrick, Agents, The telegram is as follows:
peals to them as a business proposi- Santa
Fe, N. M.) To be awarded the
"Is there a college called the New
tion.
candidates having the second highest Mexico
durIn
cash
Baptist College In Alamo-go- ;
Someone will earn $1000
number of votes in each of the four
Jo? If so, has it been given tha
ing the next few weeks. How Is that districts.
children's national tuberculosis sofor a business proposition?
N THESE DAYS OF MODERN METH
Four $130 Diamond Rings, (purchas- ciety? Is there a place called the na
OBJECT OF THIS CONTEST.
ed of H. C. Yontz, Jeweler, Santa Fe, tional home, which is to be used for
ODS, Electricity plays a most ImpoThe Santa Fe New Mexican, The N.
M.) To be awarded the candidates tubercular children there? If no, id
New Mexican Review and El Nuevo
rtant part.
The grandfather would
the third highest number of it controlled
having
by Chicago doctors?
Mexicano are read by thousands of votes in each of the four districts.
Pliase
answer."
be
amazed
at the radiance of the mod-hopeople in Santa Fo and the state of "Four Trips to The Pacific Coast,
No one In Alamogordo has any adNew Mexico, but there is no such
ern
and why all this light? To
at Los Angeles, vance information on the proposed
(including
thing as "well enough." Continual San Francisco, Salt Lake City and
was
The
p.'an.
Domestic Lump
following
more homelike to make
telegram
make
home
the
Fancy
Egg
Fancy Lump
growth is wanted, and to make this Denver.)
To be awarded the candi suit to the Tribune In answer to the
growth possible the participation of dates having the fourth highest numthe home the most pleasant spot on earth
"Answering your telegram:
"live" men and women Is necessary. ber of votes in each of the four dis inquiry:
Buildings and grounds formerly owned
for father, mother and children. Oood light
To obtain the desired Interest and par- tricts.
by New Mexico Baptist College are
ticipation in this gigantic subscription
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
Four $75 I. C. S. Scholarships, (se- now property of Dr. Faul Burmoster,
Phone One Double O J.
campaign $5000 in prizes were made cured
Mr.
been
closed
of
State
has
MacCurdy,
College
Chicago.
through
desired.
ready for distribution among those)
N. M.)
To be for past three years. Understand ef
who participate most heartily. The Agent, Albuquerque,
awarded the candidates
having the forts have been made to sell property
list of prizes and the manner in which fifth
highest number of votes in each to parties Interested in college and
they will be awarded appear below.
of the four districts.
Know nothing of consanatorium.
HOW TO ENTER THE RACE.
Four $25 Gold Watches, (jntrchased nection with children's national tuber
All that is necessary to enter this
of H. C. Yontz, Jeweler, Santa Fe, N. culosis society. No national home forj
RELIABLE
contest is to clip the nomination M To be awarded the candidates tuberculosis
children yet established
blank following this article, fill in your
having the sixth highest number of here, and have heard nothing of plans
name and address and mail or deliver votes In each of the
for such an institution, Burmaster
four districts.
to the Contest Editor of The New Mexa
J
tn all there are twenty-fivcan give) you line on pVoposprobably
prizes
ican. It does not cost you one penny
ELECTRICAL LIGHTING and FIXTURE WORK
offered, six for each district, besides td plans. Be glad to serve you further
to compete in this big prize distribu- the
grand prize $1000 In Gold. The ii possible."
IS QUITE SO CONVEN
tion, neither is it necessary to comply total value exceeds $5000.
General low temperature and heavy
OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS.
with Inconsequential rules or formali- WRITE OR CALL ON CONTEST
IENT as to touch the button and
winds, with some sleet and snow have
ties in order to become a candidate.
EDITOR.
prevailed throughout Otero county
your stove is ready to cook your
Upon
receipt of your nomination a re- Further InfnrmHtlnn rppnnline'
You
House
during the past 24 hours. Some snow
'
celpt book and full particulars will be; great prize contest may be had by ftll at Three Rivers
iron
and
ready to use, your toasted
yesterday,
sent to you so that you can begin ac-- j
on or wr,tin
both snow and sleet are reported at
HAVE IT DONE AT COST.
live
Simple enough, isnttor of The San)a Fe New Mexican. Clodcroft.
ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacuSnow still covers
the
it?
um cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
Contest phone 31 J.
ground in the Clodcroft region in
Percolators , Grill,
GET AN EARLY START.
Phone 221
depths varying from fi Inches to 3 feet.
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heatIf you have not already entered your FIVE HUNDRED LIVES SAID
Irons, Etc.
A representative of one of the big
rooms. Electricity will do every thing
ed
name in this big prize contest, now Is
TO BE LOST AT PIQUA lyceum bureaus is in Alamogordo tryfor
the time to Bend it in. The race is
you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
ing to book a series of entertainments
27.
fairly on its way, and those who get
Five for next winter.
Columbus, Ohio, March
day aad n'ght Estimates and fuU inforthe earliest start will undoubtedly hundred lives were lost at Piqua. acSam Nimnio, deputy sheriff and
mation cheeerfully given.
win the bes,t prizes, for the simple cording to reports received
nt special officer, is here today looking
reason that they will have more time 12:30 by Senator S. E. Kiser of Piqua. after business matters.
to work, and will also be able to elicit His informant was J. Guy O'Ctnnell,
The state board education has isthe support of their friends and ac- prosecuting attorney for Mfimi
sued a certificate as county institute
quaintances before another candidate
conductor to Prof. Charles D. George,
superintendent of the public schools
To El Paso' B,sbee' Douglass and
of Alamogordo.
A
A certificate as InEDAM
structor has been issued to Miss
all points in New Mexico, AriMaude Hancock, also of the Alamozona, Mexico and to the Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
gordo public schools.
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The Santa Fe New Mexican's
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For Rates and Full InfoirnationrAddress
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NEW MEXICO

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.

s

EL PASO, TEXAS.

MILITARY

INSTITUTE

$5,000.00

PBIZE

1

-COIsTTSST
$5,000.00

This nomination blank, when clipped out, name and
properly filled in. and mailed or delivered to the contest department of The Santa Fe New Mexican will count
as 5,000 votes for the candidate nominated.
Note: Candidates are expected to nominate themselves iu
this contest. Don't wait for someone else to nominate you.
Clip this blank and send in today.
ONLY ONE NOMINATION BLANK ACCEPTED

FOR EACH

NOMINATED.

R0SWELL, NEW MEXICO.

'Tbe West Point of tbe Southwest.

Ranked as "Distinguished
Institution " by the U S.
.War Department.
Located

the beautiful Pecos
Valley. S.T00 feet above sea level,
In

sunshine every day. Ooea air
work throughout the entire session.
Condition, for physical
and mental development
are
IDEAIr fiuch as eannot be found
elsewhere In A merles. Fourteen officers and Instructors, all
graduates from standard Kaat-er- a
Ten buildings,
colleges.
modern in every respect

Regents

:

"

. A. CAHOON, President.
J. E. KHBA,
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
JOHN W. POB, Secretary.
W. A. FINLAY.

For partioulars sod Illustrated
address,
COL. JAS.V.WIU.SOK.
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cats-era-
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VOTE COUPON
The Santa Fe New Mexican's

$5,000.00 Prize Contest
100 VOTES
For Miss, Mr. or Mrs.

Address
This coupon, when neatly clipped out, name and address
filled in. and brought or sent to the Contest Department of
The New Mexican, 5anta Pa, N. M., will count as 100 votes.
Do not roil or fold. .Mail In flat packages.

Wood

STEAM COAL
CORD WOOD
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL SIZES.
Montezuma Avenue, near A T. & S. F. Railroad Depot.

.

Address
as a candidate in the Santa Fe New Mexican's great $5,000
prize contest.

CANDIDATE

PHONE 85 MAIN.

WHOLESALE
AND RETAIL
SWASTIKA LUMP
FACTORY WOOD
SAWED WOOD
CERRILLOS LUMP

Something About

hereby nominate and cast 5,000 votes for

Miss, Mr. or Mrs

CAPITAL COAL YARD

TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY.
Take LAXATIVE BROMO Quinine
Tablets.
Druggists refund money if
It fails to cure. E. W. GROVE'S signature Is on each box. 25c.

the Progress of
BARTELDESi

the Press
...

BY JOHN P. FALLON.

"You cannot see the forest for
the trees," said a historian, "nor
history in the making for being so
close to the event."
He wrote before the present
greatness of the newspaper was
attained. Nowadays the history of
the minute is yours when you pick
up your dally newspaper. Not only
those things which happen In the
city and throughout the country,
but throughout the world. There
are romances back of this achievement, tales of suffering, of loyalty
to the paper, of long hours, of
strenuous endeavor and daring.
Consider carefully this composite
wonder, the newspaper which you
buy daily for an Insignificant price.
Usually It contains several square
yards of paper, and, In .the metropolitan dailies, its lines of type set
.'nd to end would extend for miles.
And all this type must be set In a
few short hours. The wonder It
that your paper does not cost you
many times its present price.
as well as
The advertisement,
the news, are of great Importance
because they bring you the (tore
ner
new of 8anta Fe'
leading
chant and tell you of opportunities
to purchase at a big saving In
price.

s

"Fixit Shop

Western Seeds
For Westero Planters

E

Once used Always used, If not
your dealer, we win supply you

st

E

direct.
Our'

D

OUR SPECI AX.T Y DRY V ARM-NSEEDS.

.

mi

99

Por Repairing of All Kinds
In Metal and Wood
"GINS, BICYCLE,

Catalogue Free.

LOCK, KEY

and

O

UPHOLSTERING SPECIALTIES

THE BARTELDES SEED CO.
Box ISM, Dept. 4. DENVER, COL

128
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NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
8. Land Office at Bants Fe, N. M.

17.

5

Spring is Here!

January 23, 1913.
Department of the Interior,
Why not have
Notice Is hereby glren that 90o
mens Pino do Alarid, heir of Jose
Upholstering Done
Rede to Cms Pino, of Qallsteo, N. fiL.
and
who, on Not. 26, 1910, made Homestead Entry No. 014679. for SW
BW
Sec 81, Twn. 12 N, and We make Mission Furniture,

that

1--4

Furniture
paired?

1--

Section
NW
Range IS EL, N. M.
P. Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make fire year proof, to esdetablish claim to tbe bund abe-rscribed, before Register and Receiver,
O.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M,
on the 10th day of March. 1913.
N

1--2

NW

1-- 4,

6. Township

a

SW

11

1-- 4

1--

Shelving, Counters,

5teplad-der- s,

and do all kinds
of repairing.

.

,

J.F.RHOADS
NOVELTY WORKS.

XO OALIBTEO ST.
SANTA FE. It M.
Teleahoie 157 W.
Claimant names as witneases:
Joan Baca. Ptocido Lepes, ol Leyta,
A mum want ad costs hot a tew
N. Mt Antonio VlUaanera, JgpaNia
seats and bring woaderfol reasjlta
Rant tret, of. Oaiisteo, M M.
whan published la the New MiTliasj
MANVEb & OTERO.
- Try est.

THURSDAY, MARCH

GIRLS COMBAT LYNX
BELIEVING IT DOG.
Honesdale. Pa., March 27. Mistaking a lynx for a dog, Miss Madeline
Spitzer, of Adella, Wayne county, had
an exciting experience'. She waa walking throueh the woods to her home
near Hoadleys, when the animal dash-ed up to her and graDDea ner oy
skirts. She believed it to he the dog
which
belonging to her brother-in-law- ,
had been following her, and she was
beating the animal off unafraid when
iho rtnir canifi mi and engaged the
lynx in combat. She then realized herj
. mistak and took to her heels.
Hunters scoured the woods and
1

'

i'UE

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

27, 1913.

found traces of the lynx, but no dog.
AN EPIDEMIC OF COUGHING
is sweeping over the town and young
and old are alike affected. Foley's
Koney & Tar Compound Is a quick,
for
eafe, reliable family medicine
coughs and colds. A. S. Jones, of Lee
says:
Calif.,
Chico,
Pharmacy,
'Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
l as no equal, and I recommend It as
no narcotics or other
containing
harmful properties." For sale by all
druggists.

New Mexican Want
bring results. Try it.

Ads

"
I
R. R. t

I

I I I

SOCIETY WOMAN EXPOSES

NOTED MILLIONAIRE

TERRIBLE

Denver

BUSINESS OF KIDNAPPING WOMEN!!!

(EDITOR'S NOTE The startling The "Grey Hawk of the World," Decl ates Mrs. James Lee Laidlaw, Snatches
jdlsupearance two years ano of their
And She Recites Actual' InAway 50,000 Of Our Girls Every Yearl
friend, the beautiful Dorothy Arnold,
in Their H orror.
stances
for whom a world-widsearch was
iniado, so shocked James Lee Laidlaw,
'the millionaire Xew York banker and
his wife, Harriet Burton Laidlaw, that
tl:ey made a study of the white slave
traffic. Mrs. Laidlaw is now consideralways ed, perhap, the foremost authority
Ion this subject in America. She here
writes under her own name, espocial- 1..
for the readers of this paper, an
"
of
nrticle on the terrible business
kidnapping women.)

Grande

& Rio

THREE

M

t

SHORTEST LINE TO

Btood-Curdlln- g

t

e

By Mrs. James Lee Laidlaw.
The nation-widagitation for a
minimum wage law for working girls
as a means for suppressing the white
slave traffic is vital to lasting reform.
but It is not the most direct step or
the first one that should be taken.
Xo minimum wage mensure can pro- tect women from infamy unless it is

P'v?

e

'Nx

Denver, Colorade Springs
and Pueblo.
WHERE D1RRCT CONNECTIONS ARE MADE

FOR ALL EASTERN POINTS

III

THROUGH LINB TO

Salt Lake City, Ogden and
the Pacific Coast.

I

f

For Information as to Rates, Reservations, etc., call on
Wm. M. Scott, Traveling Freight and Passenger Agent, New
Mexican Building, or at Union Depot.
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sell you

a Studebaker"

4

2

4.

4

South Bend, Ind.

STUDEBAKER

KANSAS
DALLAS
SAN FRANCISCO
CITY

CITY

PORTLAND, OBE.

4

1

j

be-ifc-

i

!

;

MRS.

JAMES LEE LAIDLAW.

'
'
j was
traveling with them, and to pay
New Jersey.
lie
had
no attention to her protestations when
On a certain day he found

accompanied by honest, decent muni
cipal legislation.
seme leisure and telephoned his wife,(uey paid her fare, as she was beins
Where police administration is
the absolute physical liberty of to come over and atleiU the theater Lken to an aBV,mu
S,H demanded
arknow wlmt right lhpy ,lad to pay
many respectable girls and girls oC with him. He was a little late in
tJ
slul0 taiK
1)el. farej but tnev rpfUBed
high social position is menaced by riving to meet the train on which
criminals who would not, and do not, .left her home town, and he did not to her aDd (0 pxplRn Uer actions told
find her.
fear to resort to abduction.
tne passengers the story they had told
Of the 50,000 girls who disappear
Inquiry among the conductors and ;tne conductor. When the train reached
aro passengers on the train brought out the station the conductor saw the
every year a large proportion
Ills wife, handsomely woman hurried away between the men.
the facts.
Ir.ken violently and held in bondage.
While the realization of the mini- gowned for the theater, had boarded No one ever saw her again. Her hus-thmum wage suggested would shield
train. Two men took seats beside band has no doubt of her fate, nor
girls from tempta her. They told the conductor that she ican anyone question his belief.
gome
tion, many girls would still be sub
jeeted to the awful fate of abduction
Fifty thousand girls in this country
BEAUTY OF THE CABINET.
1, 1913.
pass
drop out of existence yearly;
Notice is hereby given that Eliza
from the knowledge of their friends
beth W. Probert, widow of William H.
and families absolutely.
M
Probert, Jr., ot Jemez Springs, N.
I will possibly be accused of sensa
ubo, on January 12, 1911, made Hometionalism in stating facts, but these
stead Entry No. 014779, for NE
facts are known.
N El-NE
W
NE
NK
Why should we hesitate to announce
the conclusion?
.Under our corrupt city government
girls are being snatched Into toxical)?
or kidnapped on the streets. It is
going on all the time.
Even with wages as low as they
now are the supply of girls is not sufficient. So we cannot look to minimum wages alone to solvo the problen:
THE MERRIAM WEBSTER
especially so long as district leaders,
The Only New unabridged dicbig politicians, magistrates and judge i
but acquire
not only countenance,
tionary in many years.
Contains the pith and essence
gain from this iniquitous traffic.
of an authoritative library.
Don't you believe it? Well, listen:
Covers every field of knowlNot long ago a girl was taken from
the streets of Rochester and brought
edge. An Encyclopedia in a
to New York. Here she fell into the
single book.
The Only Dictionary with the
hands of an aid society. CommunicaNew Divided Page.
tion with Rochester proved that the
27CO Pages.
400,000 Words.
police there were looking for her and
6000 Illustrations. Cost nearly
her family was distracted. It was
half a million dollars.
only by chance that she was saveu
Let us tell you about this most
fiom a terrible fate.
remarkable single volume.
But there is a tragedy of the kind
I
bm Write for Bampie
iu which the circumstances are ever,
pages, fuU par- more fully known to me.
of
Because
a false conception of the
Name this
disgrace attached to the matter, bepaper and
cause of the illogical standard tha:
we will
has grown up about the purity of
send free
a set of
women, the facts in this case have
y
Pocket
never been made known. They probMaps
ably never will be.
It was eight months ago that the
w oman
a young wife and mother was '
No traca of ner has ever
abducted.
and the husband
been discovered
steadfastly refuses to ask the help!
!of publicity.
The husband is a promi- - MISS NORA McADOO, DAUGHTER OF SECRETARY OF THE TP CVS- URY McADOO.
jnent business man whose home is inf..
sub-mor-

-

Landmarks of
Typewriter

wage-earnin- g

THE

Progress'

Such are all the recent developments of the

4

Remington
(Visible Models 10 and 11)

WEBSTER'S
NEW

17-1- 8

j

j

Attorney-at-Law-

;

Decimal Tabulator which makes the decimal tabulatThe Built-i- n
of the typewriter.
ing mechanism an integral part
The Tabulator Set Key which eliminates alt hand jetting of the
tabulator stops..
determines, by the stroke, of a single
The Column Selector-whi- ch
the writing js to begin.
key, the exact point on each line where
which
The Adding and Subtracting Remington (Wahl Mechanism)
combines in one typewriter, and in one operation, the functions of the
writing machine and the adding machine.
Fverv one of these new devel
opments is an evidence of the perpetual leadership of the Remington
Typewriter. Iljustrated booklet
descriptive of all' recent Remington
improvements, sent on request

Remington
Typewriter Company
(Incorporated)

1645

Champa Street,

DENVER, COLO.

ygg-y-

y

j

ri
THvEMEMBER

that it is the

.

Santa Fe, New Mexico,
j
Formerly Special Agent,' G. L, O.
Land Claims and Contests a Specialty

.

Chaa. F. Eatlcy,

Chas. R. Eatley,

EASLEY & EA3LEY,
aw.
Attorneys-i- t
Practice in the Courts and beforf
Land Department.
Land grants and titles examined.

Santa Fe,

N. M.,

branch

Esta

Office,

cia, N. M.

INTERNATIONAL
DICTIONARY

these developments are:

4

1-

1

Whether you live in city, town or country, there's
a Studebaker to fit your needs. - Farm wagons, trucks,
business and delivery wagons, surreys, buggies and
runabouts, with harness for each of the same high
quality as Studebaker vehicles.
See our Dialer or write tu.

4

4

wagons.

t Among

M.

J. McGUINNESS

Attorney-at-Law-

.

Room 12, Second Floor, Capital Cltj
Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.
DR.

W. HUME BROWN,

Dentist,
Spit Jewelry 8tor. .
Rooms 1, 2 and 3.
Phone Red 6.
Office Hours 8 s. m. to 5 P. B
And by Appointment.

of these merchants that makes it possible for the people of Santa Fe to get
Three More For Only $90 Cash Each; Three More For $100 Cash Each, Three More For

FROGRESSiVEriESS

Three More For $120 Cash Each

--

Fifteen In All !

DR. J. M. DIAZ,
Office 202 Water St., Hours,

Phones

j

I

to

Work. Portable Coils to
used at patient's home.

ay

lilt

the Contest Stores

PHYSICAN and SURGEON,
9
LaughlinBldg. Call
promply attended day or night.

Rooms
to

18-1-

HOTTBS
OFFICE
to 4 m., 7 to p. m
a. m

II

2

8

p.

Three Pianos

$1.10

Cash Each, and

THE MODERN

GRO-IlL-

LI

CERY, the real modern grocery of the city; THE SANTA FE HARDWARE & SUPPLY CO., the big hardware and
to the
supply house; JOHN PFLUEGER, the only real shoe store in the city. Supply your wants at these stores and help your friend?. Subscriptions
SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN count fast 1,000 votes given for every dollar paid. Same ratio for either of the weeklies. Do not stop with the subscrip
tions in the city, but get your friends all over the state to subscribe. Subscriptions prior to December 31, 1912, count double.

v.

UUHlLplfiHIO

b

CTC. GUNTER, M. D.,

PROPOSITION EVER ATTEMPTED IN SANTA FE.
of

J P. N

Office, 220 W
ResMeBCc 9 J

THE MOST REMARKABLE AND LARGEST

THE PflMTCOTAMTQ To Win These panos and 30 Other Fine Prizes, all on exhibition at any

)

Ovr

mm the cmtEST ST0IRES'

W Absolutely Free,
V
Tin D

a

I

Studebakers have been building wagons for sixty
of dealer and
years and they have won the confidence but the best
farmer by building not the cheapest

"

NK'l-i'lSJ-

2

he's honest.
jrle may have cheaper wagons in stock, but he
knows the Studebaker is the best.
And so do you.
He wants to give such good wagon value
that you will come back and demand a buggy
made by the same people.

CHICAGO
SALT LAKE

V

1

When your dealer tells you that you know

NEW YORK
MINNEAPOLIS

NEl-4- ,

4

And it is not the only incid"iit of
4 NE
NE
E
SW
E
the kind!
ND
S
SE
W
NE i SE
Why do I go into these fads? lie
Sec.
SE
SE
W
SE
cause they are facts; Ij.'cai.si' people 21 T. 20 N., R. 2 E., and S
S
'must, realize that not the minimum
SW
NE
NV
SW M, SW
wage alone, but clean city government iSK
NE
SW
NW
NE
is necessary to protect the women o' il l NE
NW
SW
NW
a city. Do not understand me as tin-- NW
SW SW
S
SE
the importance of the INK
NE
SE
SW
W
As
said, Sec.
minimum wage crusade
19, T. 20 N., It. 3 E., N. M. P.
jit is vital.
lias filed notice of Intention
Meridian,
o".
But the greater independence
to make five year proof, to establish
well pakl working girls will drve t lie iclalm to the land above described,
slavers to desperation to supply the
U. S. Commisioner H. R. Whit-'indemand: then the proper a
on April
at Albuquerque, N.
o.
n of law and the honest exercise
14, 1913.
!
police power will be absolutely neces-Claimant mimes as witnesses: E.
Isary to guard women from forcible .M. Fenton and W. II.
Rogers, Jemea
muni-oC
Such
administration
slavery.
Uletcner
Winfred
N, M.;
Springs,
is
as
daily reealeuj
cipal government
W. Garrett, Senorito, N. M.
!in New York City we suffragists can and
MANUEL R. OTERO,
riot condemn too severely.
Register.
MANY A SUFFERING WOMAN
li airs herself painfully througb heri
CARDS
cailv tasks suffering from backache, PROFESSIONAL
and loss of
headache, nervousness
ATTORNEYS AT LAWT3
sleep, not knowing her ills are due to
troubles.
and
bladder
Foley
kidney
EDWARD P. DAVIE8,
Kidney Pills give quick relief from
City Attorney.
pain and misery, a prompt return to
Nalth and strength. No woman who Capital City Bank Building,
Rooms
suffers can afford to overlook Foley
Santa Fe, New Mexico
Kidney rills. For sale by all druggists.
'
6. W. PRICHARD,
Scratch Pads of all descriptions and
Attorney and Counsellor-at-Law- ,
all qualities, 10 pounds for 6J rents
practiCes iu aH the District Courts
New Mexican office.
and gives special attention to case
before the State Supreme Court
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Office: Laughliu Lldg., Santa Fe, N. M.
Department or tbe Interior. V. S
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., March
HARRY D. MOULTON,
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DR. JKiASSIE IS A WITNESS

SLOAN

WORDS FROM

$10,000 DcHMcHGE

27, 1913.

MARCH

HOME.

CASE

When a Santa Fe citizen comes to
the front, telling hiB friends ' and
neighbors of his experience, you can
on his sincerity. The statements
be
Pan the ifntli rib
Mr. Wilson: Would the placing of rely
;.
.dislocated and
of people residing in far away places
'
.''
Ifracturod at the same time? That Is a plaster cast on the patient be lie
do not command your confidence..
the question now figuring "stroiis" in proper treatmunt for such an injury?
Home endorsement is the kind that
Dr.
:
I
Massie,
(smiling broadly)
JIM CORBETT THINKS HE HAS FOUND A WONDERFUL FlffllTER,
backs Doan's Kidney Pille. Such
should not do it!
is convincing.
timony
Investigation
l"
Mr.
Wilson:
Is there any authority
inaraware company ot mis c.ty tor
It true. Below is a statement
proves
field of opponents ,nJurieg ftnd pa,ng and flnalK.jal
His
las
talented.
lo88 for it?
TELLS ALL ABOUT HIM FOR NEW MEXICAN READERS.
of a Santa Fe resident. No stronger-prooand from
has been circumscribed
,s aIlege(, tQ haV(? 8Ufrercd hy the
Dr. Massie: I have never seen any.
of merit can be had.
v nai l nave iparneu ui mo
"" fall.
Mr. Wilson: Would that sort of an
Manuel Delgado, 140 Canon St., Sanan amateur he has won his bouts with
testified for the Injury leave a condition which would ta
Dav,d R
Fe, N. Mex., says:
"The public
little effort. He has been m a class plaintiffi that he had found lhQ r,b result in pain after the rib had knitstatement I gave In praise of Doan's
by himself, and has not been able to craclied and ,dlBocatetl.
Thl(l lfter. ted together?
Kidney PUls in 1902 still holds good.
.
enrich his experience by taring men
n Attoraey
Dr. Massio:.' .It might for a while. For four or five
Wn80n, for
year, I was subject
v no nau tne ammy
" tlie defense, called Dr. James A. Mas
Mr. Wilson:
Would It disable a to attacks of ; baekacheV
often so setend himself, to gain an
sie to the witness stand to explirn tho i.man for the performance of his
vere that I wag' unable to work.
J.
in boxing, one has to rub against optefcth
the
a
man
duties
rlo
who
doe NOT do tried various .remedies said to be
surrounding
iiary
'
ponents who bring out all you are and it took the well known surgeon hard physical-work"2 "'.
cures for "sucb;
but nothing
capable of and who keep you guessing just about Ave second to say t;at in
Dr. Massfer 1 should say not.
benefited me irttH I
ed Doan's KidaB to what new trick tliy wilt Spring his t rinion a dislocation of the...
Mr. Wilson:
j
tenth
That is all.,
ney ' Pills. A They
proved
lUniptly
cn you next.
Cross examined by: former Judge their worth anil Effected a cure which
....... rib v as Impossible; under the t"cnm
.. .
i
m
'
it safe to say inai- .i:,i.i.mi ;gtal.but
he hMwd
of
Messrs.
been
Renehan and has.
Wright
permanent up to the present
'lis weak flirrt
fonva hoon oiion iiiAsI
btrong points outnumber
Wright attorneys for Dr. Sloan, Dr. time. My experience with Doan's
.
OW3S five to one. He is a clean hit-T1)(, (.age ig be)nK tr,fi(J by a
Massie was asked the following ques- Kidney Pills has been so
gratifying
her with fine punishing force and h3jDeforp ,udge AW)ott flnd ,H altr,et,ng. tions:
'
;
that I gladly recommend them.''
and well poispd at all '
is
h attention
Thia ,H t(e RPC01ld
Mr. Wright: Dr. Massie, how .would
For
sale
all
dealers. Price 5i
by
times.'- He recovers himself quickly jday cf ie heBr,ng and bvougnf out you treat such a fracture?
n
cents.
Co., Buffalo,
arier a miss or a muvciucu..
Dr. Massie:
;t:ome ".'ieresting points
I would use adhesive N'ew York, dole
agents for the Vnited
kind that onuses overbalance and he
Dr MaBBle state(1( , rep,y & qHeg plasters not plaster of Paris. ?
States.
is quica 10 uikh nuvninohw
turns, that he had Dracticed lindiclne
Further questions resulted"Tn " thp
Remember the 'name Doan's and
misses. and
opening when his opponent
surgery ror twenty-twyears Information that physicians and sur take no other.
he here and
round
He proved this in eve'-abroad, and has practiced in geons differ as to the width of the
boxed with Ileirick.
Santa Fe sixteen years this month.
bandages.
of
distance,
He is an excellent judge
Mr. Wilson: Have you
Mr. Wright: Then the
folio red a
object is tb
has a highly effective straight left specialty?
.
secure
rigidity?
land hits trulv with the risln as well
Dr. Massie: Yes, surgery.
I.oIInl AnL v
Dr. Massie:
umuatM for a
Yes.
iiuitd T(rond
Svhen fighting close he makes u spec,
Mr. Wilson: Could a man- weighing - Mr.
'iim in itrd ami Wold inrtalHcVy
reasonable
Wright:
Any
.meth:
boxes.- - sealed with
1 know of 185
and
of
body punches
:ialty
pounds and falling as described
Hike ni oincr. liitv or td
od to secure rigidity would be desirno one today, either amateur or pro- there he described the fall Dr. Ploan able?
'
fiJirM I'lLI.H, for BtV
'u.n9itw
likelier
years known as Best, Safest. Always R elianK
is sld to have taken in his office July
fessional, who sends home
Dr. Massie: Yes,
SOU? EV ORIinGISTS EVERyWHWi
body blows.
4) dislocate
and fracture his tenth-ribA discussion then ensued as to the
I have had occasion many times tJ
.
difference
possible
between
the
remark on the decadence of feinting Dr. Massie: In my opinion a dislo-- j
of the attachment of the
strength
while
Now,
In latter-daboxing.
cation would be impossible, hni a ribs to the
spine and Gray's anatomy
McAllister does not neglect this par fraciure Is possible.
was annealed to hv Mr WripVif tn
Mr. Wilson: Would a fracturn fol. Drove his contentin.i
t;cular feature of sparring en'irely,
that th tnv,
lit seems to me he does not feint
lenouglv. Tt'ni'ay be that this comes
Dr. Massie: Not ordinarily, Jut, of Massie exDressed his lwHpf
i,nf
of being so superior to his opponents course, much depends on the coj;Jition there is no materlnl awarn
i.
March
'that he cap' produce results easily by of a man's bones.
The direction of the strength of the fastening of the njiiih' Saturday,
boxing 'in a straightaway fashion tail would have au important bearing and tenth ribs.
'When Ue gets among the teal crafty cn Ihe case.
It was 2:30 p. m. when Dr. Massie
fellows of the fighting game, however,
Mr. Wilson:
Would the injury be left the stand, all the
MISS NINA HATCHER
attorneys bowihe will find that feinting is nn ad- permanent?
to him as he passed by the
ing
legal
no
student
that
to
Dr. Massie: It is the
glovemanship
junct
actable, gray hat in hand.
generally
jof the manly art can afford to
cepted view in surgery that the
More witnesses are being examined
of
rib
a
NEVER
leaves
a
this afternoon and the case may go
Jiil CORBETT (LEFT) SHOWING BOO M'ALLISTER HOW TO SET HIMSELF FOR A STRAIGHT LKFT
Another fault he has probably is duo
Injury.
to the jury tomorrow.
to the same cause. He keeps his
"Gentleman Jim" Witnessed Brut Berween Amateur, Toutsd as a Wonder, mid Declares That he Looks to be
creates
lie
and
r
when
leads,
!head erect
"Has lot to learn, Lut he has the right hunch," verdict o'
the suspicion that he could be readily TIME
j exactly new.
TOO
27.
San Francisco, Cal., March
and is still one. Recently
I am free
with Joe Herrick.
reached by one whose long suit Is
The fans of
imbetr.
need. not ex
be
witnessed
bout
exhibition
to
an
admit that McAllister's work
.'Mm Corbett,
There are any number of
heavyweight
countering.
FOR
"THES1REN jpect to see manyChicago
new faces this sea- McAllister and another club pressed me greatly. He is a natural; hard-facetween
in
came
fellows
the
boxing
a
oi the world, has located, he th'nks,
son, but they have much hope for be- and wno once they noted McAllister's neg-- ,
nitt artist. In the following story boxer, who sets in a dashing
cause of the growth or development of
l.ew "white hope," a man who has "Gentleman Jim" tells what he Dunks, who' has more to commendsty'e
(San Francisco Examiner).
him la hoct to throw his head slightly aside
fellows wIl went through the
inltUo
a'
"The
proved himself the middleweight and ol this new star in the pugilistic heav my opinion than any of tha middleViennese
Siren,"
offering
leading would take what he had
time, came to the Columbia jt,es of last year' Borton, Weaver,
weights at present earning a living In to give for
of sending
heavyweight champion of the Pacific e;a.
BY JAS. J. CORBETT,
last night for an
meut have been limited
week. Rath' Mattick an1 Schalk are still new
wnat
coast, in the amateur class.
lacross a stiff counter.
From
to
overture
is
He is Bob McAllister of the O'ymplc
overcoat
the
it
a
musi jto lhe Sox and tlley are sur to play
sound
ring.
is
professional
there
an
Heavyweight Champion.
average,
striking
'
better base ball this season than last THE BIG GIRL
club of this city, the club that has
It was my privilege to see Bob Mc- - While feeling quite enthusiastic rfason for the grand opinion Of Mc- - cal romp.
' b6Cause of tne additional
With "The Siren" is Donald Brian.
exeperience.
turned out more champions thnn any Aii:ster, who holds the coast amateur about McAllister and his nroects Allister that is held bv his
s
All
other organization in the world.
young man with a whis- championships in both the middle-- j candor compels me to say tint he 'of the Olympic club. They told me
Corbett himself was a member of wcight and heavyweight division", go still has a few things to learn. Were; I would see a wonder and I honestly Per of a mustache and about the same
MOTHER CRAY'S
amount of voice, who long ago made
the organization when he started box- - four rounds at the Olympic club
not so, he would be a marvel,
j regard him as such.
SWEET POWDERS
iue Humane oi ma me oy waltzing
FOR CHILDREN.
The Merry Widow" into fame and so
A OerUlnRolllol lor Feverish
DESPONDENT PARENTS
are those of a family of five, Charles writ of error recently obtained by In-- sion of three barrels of whisky ex- - being forever barred from doing my- S Nlonai h Trouble.,
TAKE THEIR OWN LIVES. Fries, his wife and three children.
surance Commissioner Wm. L. Clay tinguished a firo! in the Merchants thing else but waltz.
' p In orders,
.nd
75c. L
25c, 50c
Th. Break'oeatrey
Connersville,
Ind., March 27.
Three men, believed .to-- be Adam ton against the civil service commis- hotel here, whicji threatened to de-- i Donald Brian might be billboarded
"jrnici.
hourl. At all
s"V3L,
DrMi.B, tildi
;
uon
i
from Franklin county, where Hermeier, Allen Daniels and Joseph sion.
')
icceo
Ffida
was
at
the
The
blaze
Seats
Caruso of the Feet. He danoes on an, aubttitute. A.
Fischer's
siioy the building.
S. OLMSTED.
Brookville, Metamora, , Cedar Grove Kenworthy, were gone this morning
Judge Cavender, in quashing the caused by crossed electric wires in the table, he dances on the chair he
and New Trenton were skept by the from the top of a tree far out in the writ sustained the motion of Attor- the wine cellar.
.dances on one foot, on the other foot
Whitewater flood Monday night, say stream where they were marooned ney General Farrar. Final judgment
As soon as the fire reached the full and almost on no foot, and he waltzes
was withheld until Monday, and in whisky barrels they exploded with through the tenor part as if he were
that five parents, despondent over the yesterday.
loss of their children, committed suithe meantime the appointment of an such force that the fire was put out mounted on springs. He wrote words
cide and that the list of missing and DENVER JUDGE QUASHES
and music of four of the catchiest
insurance commissioner cannot be
It will not pay you to waste your SOngs in the show. Maybe he can
made.
WRIT OF ERROR IN BI3
supposedly dead at Brookville is
out
time writing
your legal forms wrjte more, or is versatile in other
CIVIL SERVICE CASE.
when you get them already printed iines. He never gets a chance. He
Fifteen bodies have been recovered
March 27. Judge WHISKY PUTS OUT
Denver, Colo.,
BLAZE IN HOTEL. at the New Mexican Printing Com-- j must
snd others that cannot be reached are! Caveuder of Leadville, sitting in the
waltz,
.
in sight. Among the bodies recovered district court here today quashed the
.
Sunbury, Pa., March 27. The explo- pany.
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ELK'S THEATRE

29th,
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Southern
Minstrel

World-Beate-

SHORT
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SHOW

club-mate-

j

All White Company
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re-il-

Girls and an

light-foote- d
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Prices
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Winter Excursions
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NEW FACES SCARCE
known

black face commedians,

THEV
lromn oh ri,,. tiq,. wi.
'M'VfJ
n,T ARE COMING
SOUTHERN MAD$'i;; : j
--VtT"

!

vith the

'

The Southern Minstrel Maids have
ioen secured by Manager Stanton, of
the Elks theatre, for one night, Saturday, March. 29.
The company is returning to St.
Louis after a successful career of
seven months in California and the

sver the Orpheum crrcult and Miss! chaser the Southern Minstrel
Nina Hatcher, ballad singer who
has few eauals. Examiner. The
i'lrned from a three-yea- i
i show for the mouev ever pre- fetigagenieut

Vern

e

,

-

Primrose-Wes- t

strels.
The entertainment opens with a
l.iriv rrMnH minstrel firsf nnrf in which
new songs, dances, musical numbers
etc., are Introduced,
including sidesplitting jokes and end songs by the

black face comedians An olio of five
high vaudeville acts and specialties is
coast. It Is composed of all white next on the program featuring the
of Vern
ieople and aside from five big time violin solos and imitations
vaudeville acts it carries the well Vernon, an act that has twice been
Pa-Sfl- c

I

WITH WHITE SOX

Pasadena, Cal., March 27. This has
A j been a sad spring for the recruits who
sented. Fresco Cal.) Republican.
ago
with the wtltB Sox. At the
e
One of the greatest laugh producers clean moral show worthy of patron-!ar- 8ent
11 '1ooks as lf
tim,e
Pathronian.
(Calif.)
ever written is "How a Woman Conand
not any will earn a
one
on
earth but
quered" which Is presented as an Not the biggest show
ac
on the
There may be
what
j
lacks
it
makes
that
up
the
company.
afterpiece by
for th? ea;
or,fou'carried,
,href
Globe.
Louis
in
numberS.St.
endorsThe company comes highly
nun iu imy in occasional guinea, Dill it
differThose
who
enjoy something
ed by the public and press and will
stems a hard task for any of them to
of shows
undoubtedly receive the patronage ot ent from the common run
take a job away from a fellow who
should not miss seeing the Southern was a member
which it is deserving.
of the team last season
The following are a few extracts Minstrel Maids Saturday night.
The brightest prospects at present
from leading dallies: As, a gloom
are Outfielder and Pitcher Mogrldge.
Prices: 23, 50 and 75 cents.
The latter was with the team for the
first part of last season, so he is not

Pibly

lit

1 4

f

is Interested and ihould know
about the wnnderful
Whirling Spray
The new Vaginal Syringe.
it most convenient, i:
cleanses Instantly.
Ask your druceistfor it.
If he cannot saimlv th
MARVEL, acccot no other!
tout tetvd
stamp for illustrated
book sealed. Il gives full particu
lars and directions ... valuable to ladles.
Ml., 44EMt23if Stt&UUam V

A' csf

Mm

if.

IY

V

YJfl

nt

Every Woman
I

CALIFORNIA

MARVEL

max

Pope Motor Cycle

UU

NOW And'Eniy the'Sunny

niTT

Climate oflCalifornia.

The California Limited No, 3
Will Take

Yoajhere

in Style andXomfort.

ROUND TRIP'RATES

:

Los Angeles,

San Diego,
San Francisco,
RETURN LIMIT SIX MONTHS.

SEE

9

THE GRAND CANYON
THE YOSEMITE VALLEY

Let lis Plan Your Trip, .Arrange for Sleeping Car Accommodations 0.1 Any of Our through Trains.

H. S. LUTZ, Agent,

Santa Fe, N. M.

PRICES, $165, $200, $215 and $250

With Imported Magneto.
Motor Cycle without a doubt wl1h trouble

left at the factory.

PEERLESS BAR
Fine

Imported

and

Domestic

Wines,

Liquors

AND CIGARS
t

-

J

THEATRE

O-NIG-

High-clas- s

Prices,

PASH BROTHERS, AGTS.,
IT.
SANTA

HT

Vaudeville and Motion Pictures
--

1 5 siicicX

GREGG & COLE, Props.

ELK'S

25 Cents.

HEME

I
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of
Catron will return 10 wasningion in A Very
April for the extra session.
BEAUTIFUL
Mrs. John R. McFie is back from
DRY GOODS
ADOLF
Albuquerque where she attended the
Chief Justice Roberts left for Raton sessions of the women's clubs.
to attend to some personal business.
Miss Mannette A. Meyers, head of
It 1b not thought the Bupreme court, industrial education, is back from the
will hand down any decision for tile Duke City where she took part in the
next lew ciays.
session of the federation of women's
j
Captain Fred Fornoff left last night clubs.
LOWEST. 10c Yd.
Fancy Dress Ginghams, fast colors,
for Socorro on business,
Judge John R. Mc'Fie is out again
cold.
Yd.
25c.
27
Mrs. O. N. Marron gives a reception after a severe
inches wide,
35c. Swiss Embroideries,
Post cards received from Charles
in
this afternoon
at Albuquerque
to
SJ.50
From
$1.00
of the
Full line of House Dresses
honor of Mrs. X. II. Laughlln of this M. Stauffer, business manager
125 Palace Ave
in embroidery cr lace.special,
Mrs I.nnirhlin is the eut'Bt Of Santa Fe New Mexican, indicate that
oltv
$l.t5
WhiteDresses.trimmed
Children's
Mrs'. Marron while attending the con- - be is enjoying his vacation at Los
brothhis
is
visiting
32 degrees was the range in temperaof the State Federation of Seles where he
PHONE 180.
Johll K. S taUff el" .811(1 lllS brOtllOl- - ture here yesterday and the relative
210 SAN FRANCISCO ST.,
nlnlu.
Paul A. F. Walter.
B
a.
54
per cent. At
humidity was
Mrs. Harry S. Clancy who has been
Mrs. L, C. Collins and Miss F. W, in.
de-- !
today the mercury showed 17
from the state
sutienng wim a sptumcu
returned
have
Com..t(1
yes-- '
The
of
chill.
out
temperature
be
to
Is
able
the past three weeks
fe(klrutio1 meeting eld at Albuquer-agaiu- . gives was Vi degrees
below the
INSURE Willi IIAWARD AND REST CONTENT.
The other delegates terday for
j(jUe this week.
The tempeBenson.
this
average
been
who
has
Miss Mary ("onion,
al.e expected tomorrow and Saturday, rature of 15 degrees for .March
26
seriously ill at St. Vincent's Sanita-Alfred M. Bergere has returned broke all
for tiie
records
previous
con-j from an extensive trip tjirougli
Hum for the past fortnight is
the
lowest was 16 degrees in 1872. The
Her physicians will per- - southwest.
valescing.
We are offering an exceptionally desirable property sit
minimum of 17 today, March 27, is as
niit visitors to see her.
y y, Cameron, traveling passen- ilow as that of 1880 which holds the
uated within one and one half blocks of Plaza. Modern
Dr. Standley G. Small, who has been ger af,ent o tne A- T. & s, p. is i,ere
house of ten rooms, halls, summer kitchen, etc. Large
record.
ill for some days, is reported steadily from K1 pag0 conferring with Harvey
lot with desirable frontage and room upon which an adof
Let us suggest a pound tox
s. LuU
ditional cottage or two could be erected. It takes money
improving.
if lAMi chocolates,
or Johnston's for
T. P. (Jable is down from Dawson
to handle this, but IT IS WORTH IT. Let us tell you
Cook's.
at
Fresh
time.
Easter
Friday
for a brief stay. He returns to the
of this opportunity. It costs you nothing to learn the facts
For Flood Sufferers From today
"Model Coal" camp this evening.
of
Board
Woman's
the
until
Saturday
Mrs. W. C. Disbrow, of Alamosa, is r
Trade will be glad to receive old cloth-- i
nt the Palace.
ing or anything to be given the flood
Romero
Room 8, Capital City Bank Building Santa Fe, N. M.
II. S. Marshal Secundum
sufferers In the states of Indiana and
THE WEATHER.
left yesterday for Tucunicari.
IF IT S REAT"EST.4TF7Fa?WaRC iIASTT.
:xi
Ohio, where thousands are homeless.
Santa Fe, N. M., March 27.
E. (?. Hester, of Tampa, Fla., arriv1 hose who do not care to deliver
and
Mexico:
New
Tonight
For
at
friends
visit
to
ed here yesterday
may notify. Mrs. V. 8. Harroun
Friday fair; rising temperature
Bishop's ranch.
will
who
have them called for. The
in
east
portion.
Mrs. H. D. Meyer, of Chamita, is
Wells Fargo company is arranging to
the
at
Palace.
registered
send the articles to the sufferers and
RAIN I
HAT
THAT
Aim Plln Tielanfln. of Chamita. is
Sale-Te- am,
harness.
probably the company will do so free
For
wagon,
visiting friends here.
R"1 surrey.
Inquire or wnte A. A. of charge, in order to help in the great
There are I
Or Other Elements by getting one of our HULL UMBRELLAS.
Judge Julius C. Gunter, accompanied
work.
care N. M. Penitentiary.
Tipton,
from
here
arrived
Mrs.
two kindsthe "Suit Case" for traveling and the "detachable" for
Gunter,
hy
A
wed
to
license
License
tomorMarria9e
The Fifteen Club will meet
Denver yesterday
A splendid, useful gift for a lady
Prices from $2 to $7.
general use.
granted .. Maximo Cadasos and row, Friday, afternoon at half past
Janies S. Black', associate editor of!
or
gentleman.
two with .Airs. U P. Jones (by invi- Gonzales, both ot ban
" nitwit wil
the Albuquerque Kvening Herald,
When vailing, alio usfr to see our neic assortment of "LA lAUSCArtAliLi,
tat ion.)
qladden your eyes.
last night from the Duke City fl,nsohand
Beauttful
Easter
cards,
post
Wins Ring The many friends of
SAN FRANCISCO STREET.
and is stopping at the Palace.
H. C. YONTZ,
and illustrated can Miss Edna - 1'Utz are
A. Graham, manager of the Bell jsomely designed
congratulating
s
Zool
at
Pharmacy
her on winning a diamond ring in a
Telephone company at Albuquerque, is
Boy Scouts, Attention! Meeting at prize contest held by an Albuquerque
hereonbusness
.
the Scout rooms Friday evening at paper. Miss Lutz is the (laughter of
Mrs.
'"
'.
George V. How-an7:30, as usual, with
..
C.
jMr. and Mrs. Harvey S. I.titz of Don
Conlin, of Chicago, passed
',
wayi01on
Caspar avenue and is a graduate of
their
through the city today
thatching, 11.00; setting the
Santa Fe high school.
'
ea?'
White
bred
.
from selected pens pure
n. j. r. .tieuuciiuuii, ui
W. A. WILLIAMS, - - PROPRIETOR.
Leghorns. C. H. Smith, 507 College St.
Work for the New Mexican. It Is
Ohio, arrived here last night. He is
Four New Elks The Santa Fe working for you, for Santa Fe and
hotel.
at
the
Kuropean
stopping
of Elks ias four new members. the new state.
P. S. Illackinar, M. J. Stoob and J. lodge
are: Janies V. Chaves, M. 1J.
iThey
R. Rail, all of Kspanola, are at the
ReManzanares,
Harry S. Clancy and EdLines.
Hack
Montezuma.
ward
R.
They were initiated
Wright.
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Where are you going to spend your vacation t If you enjoy dancing, fiBl.ing, hunting, horseback riding tennis
paying, trap shooting and all out door sports come to Valley Ranch. Two and three rom bungalows with bath,
one and two room cabins or rooms in main building.
Accommodations already reserved ahead
to Jul v. Is

Wsskly,

all

montlii

1

tir

Booklet Free on Request

THE VALLEY RANCH,

I

needs.
Commercial Bills discounted,
Credit ani Deposit Accounts opened.
Letter of Credit and Drafts Issued on
all Countries.
Coupons collected and cashed. Stock ExSalea and Purchases effected.
change
Telegraphlo
transfers of money made.
. It la important for every business house to establish
service-givinbank
banking relations with a strong,
where credit can be had when required.
Exchange your Inactive funda for our t me Certificates
of Deposit.
Confer with our officer In regard to your banking
business.
t-day

V

Yours?

.11.26
.11.51
.0 .60

la

Growth

v

RATES

Organized in 1870.

the teat of
bank's endurance and etrength.
determines ita adaptability to changing condition. Thla bank haa successfully withstood all the
country's financial and commercial disasters for over
forty yeara. Its management has regarded safety as of
the first Importance In banking, a tradition that atill
rule its policy, but the bank if not Hying on Its history
but depends for Its prosperity upon adaptability to" presen'
rime

7

President
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Tucumcari nnsspjps. Hip thin?? Mint ever anathematized the weather
go to make up a complex and high
DESTRUCTIVE INSTINCT.
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state of civilization. Tucumcari Sun.
Sometime ago the school board
j
loaned to the Boy Scouts a portion of
THAT MISSING PLANK.
We do not wish to interrupt the the old barracks building on corner of
since Lincoln and Lower i nlace avenues. It
prevailing political
harmony,
J. B. READ,
FRANK McKANE,
The crop of ultimatums in Europe the adjournment of the "legislatoor" was gratuitous on the board's part as
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i; the best in years.
but will some brother who knows the members desired to help along a
V
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Per Anaora Interest Paid on TIME DEPOSITS
please get up and tell what became cause that looked good.
Dayton, Ohio, ought to go after the of that plank in the last Republican
It was, however, a waste of kindness
OFFICE 31 W- EDITORIAL ROOMS 31 J Xntional Drainage congress for next state platform relating to a state and upon those who did not know
season.
primary law? Kinder seems like thai; enough to appreciate it and it shows as
board was rotten. San Juan County well that to keep a movement up to a
How-t
two
Arkansas has
governors.
VIEW.
Index.
A
high grade, those interested in it must
vei-- j having only oue legislature, Ar- live up to the teachings of the or-NOT A BAD SLOGAN.
Lecturing candidates for atinii t.sion to the ministry in an eastern confer
The slogan of the voters in the next ganization.
ence of thf Methodist Episcopal church, rtishop Joseph F. Berry instructed Kansas ougnt not to kick.
The manner in which the
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election for members of the leeisln- boys have acted regarding this build-his hearers somewhat concerning the penis and advantages of matrimony
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i
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the
he
terrible
along
"A wile either makes or breaks a minister," he said. ".Many a poor stick of
tllre
fair to he: "No more vned- ing
deserves . condemnation
and
Ballets Blankets, Rugs, Scarfs, Pillow Tops with Navajo and
a minister lias been made by a suitable wite, while many a fine pastor lias seie to reininu us uiai dujnuwfne
jrai bills, reasonable salaries for conn- punishment. It would not look nice to
and Mexican Designs, Heavy Rugs made of Native
been crippled by a poor stick of a wife. A young man anxious to be a minis Mexico is high and reasonably dry.
ty officers and interest on county de- see Boy Scout up in the police court
Wool with Navajo Designs. Lettering, Etc.
wife.
to
a
minister's
a
of
trained
should
the
ter
being
position
girl
marry
posits." The plan of paying a county charged with destruction of property,
Both Native and Germantown Wool Used.
Spring has not really arrived until officer more for his services than is but it looks as if Borne members of the
Jf she is not litled, trouble will enbiie."
'
Send for Price List and Full Infoimation.
Woman is having a great deal of responsibility put upon her shoulders the box scores are in full bloom on paid for the services of a postmaster organization ought to be there. At all
110
Don
Avenue.
in a first class bfhce will
these days, even without the additional ones she is seeking in getting in the pink sheet of the sporting extra,
events
Uaspar
have
their
forfeited
they
probably
right
on the voting preserves which has been heretofore considered as belongbr turned down. The Carlsbad
to the use of the rooms given to them
The Great American
desert may
for their use by the school board.
ing entirely to the men.
Just why a minister's wifs should be any different from other good have its drawbacks but floods such as
I do not know what enjoyment or
them.
women, we could never understand, cr why a minister himself should he ajhit Dayton, Ohio, are not among
satisfaction the boys got from break-man apart from other men who are trying to help and uplift and serve in
THE BYSTANDER
ing the glass in tlia- - windows or try-- j
We opine that President Wilson will
is not easy to explain.
the things which are good
ing to kick down the doors, or what
SEES IT
Bishop Berry says: "A wife either makes or breaks a minister' not find it so difficult to dispose of
right they thought they had in the
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portion of the building leased by Dr.
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a
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by
SOMETHING NEW.
good woman id inestimable, hut it is just as well for the ministers and men
tiie schoor board that the hoys were
to
in Los Angeles they wanted
in general to tindersiand that no woman can make a man out of half baked
David Starr Jordan is going to
found trying to make their way from
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled
Rooms en suit with
material, and that the men themselves have a share and a responsibility Europe to work for world wide peace, spring something new, something that their own quarters into that portion of
We suggest that David start in with: had not been pulled off anywhere and the
in the making of a man.
Electric
baths.
in
Steam
which
no
building
Heat,
private
light.
they had
where the folks could have some nice
It is hardly fair for a minister or any other man who is a failure to laj Adrianople.
Central Location.
innocent pleasure, a little out of the right whatever, and that they were
the blame on his wife, for it is not the rule that she "breajts" him unless
trying to make the entry by force.
We suggest that any of those county lOidinary, you know,
he is a flimsy reed that would be broken without any help.
We say, "When the cat's away, the
THOS. DORAN,
So they decided upon a barnyard
Larje Sample Rooms.
This marriage business is a mutual arrangement and responsibility is officials who are kicking about no pay,
divided. .Neither one is, as a rule, entirely made or entirely ruined by the take the matter up with Springer, ball, to be held at the hotel. Doubtless mice win piay.
Scout Master Smith is away. The
they were moved to this kind of an
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medium
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through
Regarding the minister's
ever, is not the kind that can be apwife, the day lias gone by when she was expected to be assistant pastor and
A new fire wagon and a carload of Maude Adams in "Chanticleer," but
the receptacle ot woes and troubles of parishioners and the presiding genius automobiles have just been received anyway, they decided on a barnyard preciated or enjoyed by anyone else
and the spirit that prompts that sort
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at Tucumcari.
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wanted
the
something
managers
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istic in their toy barnyard, so they such a manner that it will not break
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Alaska has given women the right introduced what the dispatches said the
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"I was troubled with a se- a candidate for the United States
J.,
says:
here in regard to developing water vere La
That he did not take his
Grippe cough which comThey have faith in a sufficient subtler pletely exhausted me. Foley's Honey place in the senate was due only to the
anean supply of water and will sink
and Tar Compound soon stopped the fact that there were not enough Demo
deep wells, if necessary, to get it. We
in the legislature. Withcoughing
spells entirely. It can't be cratio voters
extend a cordial hand of welcome to
in two years he was appointed
by
beat."
sale
all
For
by
druggists.
RAIL- these progressive gentlemen and sinPresident Roosevelt a member of the "THE PEOPLE HAD SOMETHING T O SAY IN THE MATER OF
RATES."
ROAD
believe
and
efforts
their
cerely hope
interstate commerce commission and
will meet with greater success than GIRL FINDS
the opportunity to put his theories
On one occasion, during
got
tion. But he declines to wear the uni associates.
even they hope for. Montoya Repubinto practice.
IT
MEN
12
CLAIM
form of JefferBonian simplicity so gen- - his gubernatorial campaign, he put up
lican.
His chief delight in life seems tOierany affected by successful
t
at the best hotel in Los Angeles. His
in "starting something."
advisers in San Francisco heard of it
a
sartorial
from
fact
in
point
Wilkes-Barr27.
Miss
March
Pa.,
BRAVE WOMAN PREVENTS FIRE.
tiative is supposed to be a quality pos of view, he is the pride of the new cab- and sent him a wire urging him to
Miss King, who conducts an art Mary Carrity, a stenographer, found sessed
every man who succeeds in inet. In his nifty looking garments take more modest quarters on account
studio in this city displayed a great a purse that contained fGOO on the public by
life. Lane's associates say he would make a good model for thoBe of the effect such a display of luxury
deal of bravery about 6 o'clock this street.
that his particular kind of initiative ready-madclothing advertisements might have on the common people of
When she saw the bills she began to should be spelled In
morning when she carried a burning
letters. that are now flooding the newspapers the state. But Lane couldn't see just
capital
oil stove from her home at First inquire for an owner, and in lesB than While he was a member of the Interand magazines in anticipation of the why that should be an issue and refusstreet and Kentucky avenue, just ten minutes twelve men tried to con- state commerce
commission, he kept spring trade. He is spick and span ed to decamp.
after an explosion which bad resulted. vince her that they had lost the everybody around him on the
Jump.
He is a regular attendant at church
from his polished crown to his glista dis- money. None of them able to describe Lane is
By doing this she prevented
Democratic In ening shoes, and he wears those classy services, but his progress up the aisle;
astrous fire in her home. She was the purse, and Miss Garrity took it his manner, exceedingly
but at the same time re- little white edgings that project a Invariably gives a start to some of the
badly burned and soon after the fire- home. Since then several persons fuses to make any concessions to the
fraction of an inch from under the V older members of the congregation.
men arrived she was taken to a physi- have claimed the money, but none has
He is frank in speech and of bis waistcoat.
gallery.
In personal appearance ( he is a verician's office by Firechiet Whlteman.
been able to prove that the purse was absolutely refuses to put on any
refusal to play the grand- table ringer for the late Robert Inger- Lane's
The stove exploded about 7 o'clock. his.
"side" on account of his official posl- - stand game has worried his political iioll as he looked at his prime.
While an alarm for firemen went In,
Miss Garrity is trying to find ih.e'
Miss King carried the mischievlous owner but so many people are trying
stove from the house. The damage to to deceive her that she will insist that
MANY
the building was not very much.
the police determine who is the right
FOR FALLING
Record.
ful owner.
NARROW

C

Waste

j

.M.

Santo. Fe Chapter No
1, R. A. M.
Regular

hablt-forml-

j

war

W. E. GRIFFIN,

Money.

B. P. O. E.

FRANK

REPORTER HAS
ESCAPES

ll

AHumanMatchFadory
The body contain phosphorus sufficient to make483,000 matches. Phosphorus is one of fourteen elements composing the body divided among
bones, flesh, nervous system and other organs. The perfect health of body
requires a perfect balance of the elements. These elements come from the
food we eat the stomach extracts and distributes them.
But if stomach is deranged the balance of health Is destroyed and the
blood does not cany the proper elements to the different organs, and there
ts blood trouble nerve trouble heart trouble. Pain is the hungry cry of
starved organs. Put the liver, stomach and organs of digestion and nutrition Into a condition of health. That U just what Is dons by
::
DK. PIERCE'S :'.

GOLDEN

MEDICAL

DISCOVERY

which has been so favorably known for over 40 years. It Is now put Up in
tablet form, as well as liquid, and can be obtained of medicine dealers
everywhere or by mail by sending SO cents In lc stamps for trial box
address R.V. Pierce, M. D., Buffalo, N.Y.

TBS COMMON SENSS RADICAL ADVISE5
e BMk e 10M MM hse Hum itg b d todoO-tiy-

If

Se

Holland, Mich., March 27. Henry
H. Fris, a former Holland boy, relates
a harrowing experience during his re
cent travels in Mexico, in connection
with his work as staff correspondent
for the El Paso Herald. Fris was
shadowed for 30 miles by a rurale on
a train, being suspected as a spy, and
upon his arrival at Caliacan, he was
ssked to accompany him to the
d
cuartcl. Fris took refuge in the
station, which soon was surrounded by rurales, with their rifles
beaded on his heart
Fris was finally taken to the jail
under a heavy guard of rurales and
there subjected to the most rigid examination He satisfied them that he
was neither a spy nor criminal, and he
owes his liberty to the ticket agent
who closed up the depot and went to
hie relief.
rail-toa-

25

GENTS
HAIR

"DAHDERIKE'

ANO

DANDRUFF-GRO-

WS

Don't Pay 50 Cents For Worthless Hair Tonics-U- se
Reliable, Harmless "Danderioe Get Results.
.

HAIR

Old

"

Thin, brittle, colorless and scraggy
hair is mute evidence of a neglected
scalp; of dandruff that awful scurf.
There is nothing so destructive to
the hair as dandruff. It robs the hair
ot its lustre, its strength and its very
life: eventually producing a feverish- ness and itching of the scalp, which
if not remedied causes the hair roots
to shrink, loosen and die then the
hair falls out fast
4 little Danderine tonight now
anytime will surely save your hair.
Get a 25 cent bottle ot Knowlton s

from any drug store or
toilet counter, and after tire first ap--j
plication you will say it was the best
investment you ever made. Your hair-- j
will immediately take on new life, j
lustre ana luxuriance which is so
beautiful.
It will become wavy and
fluffy and have the appearance of
abundance; an incomparable gloss
and softness, "but what will - please
you most will be after Just a few
weeks' use when you will actually see
a lot of fine, downy hair new hair-groall over the scalp.
Danderine

wing

Exalted Ruler,

WlAU,

M. A.

Secretary

Santa

Fe

13514,

M.

Camp

day each month, social meeting third
Tuesday at Fire
man's Hall. Visit
ing neighbors welcome.
A. G. WHITTIER, Consul.
A.. E. P. ROBINSON, Clerk.

RHSTOI'tATION TO KNTflV OF LANDS
JN NATIONAL FOREST.
Nntlce Is heivhy Klvcn that the lands
enilif.-iei.im- '
diMcrileil
l!3'l licrns.
wlihlu tin- .l.niiz anil Pecos National
.Mexico, will tie subject to
Nv
yettleiuent. ,i ml entry miller the provisions
of the lioinestenil lnu'S of the United
States iiml the net or June 11, J90ii OH
e
Stat., ::.:',), at the I'nituil States l.inil
nl Suntn Fe, New .Mexico, on May
mi:!. Any settler who was actually
ami in koo.i
chilinliiK any of suM
lor artenltur;il purposes prior to
j
January I, HH'H, and has not anamloncil
same, lias a preference riKht to make a
nomesieau entry tor tne lurius actuallv
Said lands were listed upon
occupied.
llhe applications of the persons mentionid
below, who have a preference right sub
ject to tne prior riKlit or any sueli settler,
provided such settler or applicant is ipial
itled to make honvstead entry and the
Is exercised prior to
preference
Jlay
J'l, 1H13, on which date the lands will be
to
settlement
and entry by any
subject
Ticlualitied person.
lands are as fol2
lows: Tin- SIS
NH
Si:I
). H
NI-SV 1( XH
SK
I, NI-- :
and the V.
NW
SK
SK
.
NK 1 4
IT, T. li N., H. 11 10., K.
.M. 1'. M., :iit acres, application
of Pedro
;li-i.-ta- ,
O. liuiz.
New
List
Mexico;
ii.

ODD FELLOWS,
No. 2, I. O. O. F

j

Santa Fe. Lodge
meets
regular!)
every Thursday evening at 8 o'clock
in Odd Fellows Hall. Visiting broth
erg always welcome.
FRATERNAL UNION OF AMERICA.
Lodge No. 25U, holds its regular
meeting on the first Thursday of each
month at Fireman's hall at 7:30 p. m.
Visiting brothers are invited and welcome.
BENITO ALAR1D, President.
CAV1D GONZALES, Secretary.

s

the SV 14 SK
SV
the N V
XB
Sec, 2", T.
7 F.,
l'i'l acres, application of
I'rancls 1. True, Kspanola, New .Mexico;
List !l.:e'."i7.
Sec. in, T. 20 N.,
NW
The NF
R. 7 K 4u acres, application
of Mary T.
New' Mexico;
List
Ilryan,
Fspnnola,
:)22SJ.
Approved March 111. 1IU.1. S. V. Proud,
lit. Assistant Coiniuissioner
of the Ocner-a- l
Land nillce.
The

See.

17,

N..

JO

K.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

i

Department of the Interior, U. 3.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., March
12,

1913.

Notice is hereby given thai Pablo
Aianda, of ,San Pedro, N. M., who, on
August 9, 1912, madt Homestead apNE
plication No. 010994, for S
NW
Section i;),
Sec. 23, S
C
E., N. M. P.
F. W. FARMER Township 12 N., Range
filed
of intention
has
notice
Meridian,
No.
Homestead
to make five year proof, to establish
2879, Brotherhto the land above described, beood of Ameri- claim
fore H. C. Kinsell, U. Comr., at
can Yoemen.
Meets first Fri Stanley, N. M., on April 21, 1913.
names
as witnesses:1
day of the Claimant
month at the Roberfo Armijo, Nicolas Montoya.
Firemen's Hall. Manuel Vigil, Daniel Wright, all of
Golden, N. M.
H. Foreman, R. L. Baca,
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Cor. Sea David Gonzales.
Register.
Santa Fe Lodge
No. 2. Knights of
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

i

Rob-we-

BI.ANDY,

W. a
meets second Tues-

News-Citize-

e

t.

Santa Fe LiodgeNo
4 CO, B.
P. O. E.
holds its regular
session on the second
and fourth
Wednesday tf eacb
month. V H i t in?
brothers are invit
ed and welcome.

f

CABINET - BY CORY.

politic-consis-

exchcangeJ
Standard makes handled.
All repair work and typewriters guaranteed. Santa Fe Typewriter Exchange, Phone' 231 W.
and rented.

Recorder.

deNo. 1, 14th
gree. Ancient and Accepted Scottish Rite of Rooms, Houses & Ranches
Free Masonry meets on
Have You to Rent?
the third Monday of each month at j List What
it with MRS. SUMMERS, Room
7:30 o'clock in the evening in the New
11, Laughlln BIock.
Cathedral.
Visiting Scottish Rite
Rooms and houses furnished or unto
invited
attend.
Masons are cordially
A select list always
furnished.
en
JAMES A. MASSIE, 32,
Venerable Master hand.
CHAS. A. WHEEI.ON, Secy.
Saves You Time and

n

$600

..,'

Typewriters sold,

E. O. plies.

JR

Santa Fe Lodge of

d.

WHO'S WHO IN WILSON'S

i

.

p. ni.
WESLEY O. CONNER,

citi-Ken-

iro-in- g

FOR SALE. Relinquishment of In7
Kimd improvement
Also new
For fnrtlie'-jh. p. gasoline engine.
particulars address !!. (! McDnuitnll
Santa Fe Cominanflery niickman, X M
No. 1, K. T. Regular
.
conclave fourth MonTYPEWRITERS
at
day in each month
fl
d
c,
.
.
,
Masonic Hall at 7:30 nJn.
..

acres;

j

NEWS OF THE STATE

a

Cor-i.e-

j

'

News-Heral-

FOR RENT Rooms fur men. Newly
furnished.
Hot water heat.
Use of
r
library. Mrs. A. E. P. Robinson
crant and Johnson. Tel. 2701.

convocation
second
Monday of each month
at Masonic Hall at
7:30 p. m.
J. A. MA 851 E,
H. P.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN,
Secretary.

Cardui WomanlsTonic

1

WANTS

C.

MASC-I-

SEVEN

2

Pythias meets

every Monday Department
Office at
evening at 8 o'clock
In
Fellows
Odd
Hall.

of the Inferior, U. S. Lard
Santa Fe, N. M., iMarch

12, 1S13.
Notice is hereby

given that Susano
Sandoval, of J,amy, N. M., who, on
Knights are most March 8, 1906, made Homestead apSecplication No. 07266, for NW
cordially invited.
tion 11, Township 13 N., llange 11 E ,
A. P. HILL, C. C.
N. jr. P. Meridian, has filed notice of
A. REIXGARDT, K, ot R. and S.
intention to make five year Proof, to
establish claim to the land above described, before Register and Receiver,
U. S. Land Office, at Santa Fe, N. M ,
on the 21st day of April, 1913.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Filiberto MarBuloglo Sandoval,
tinez, Jose i Larmnnpa, Luciano Ortega, all of Lamy, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Register.

All

A. T

visiting

& S. F. R'Y

TIME TABLE

13, 1913.

Effective January 1st, 1913.
Leave Santa Fe 8:10 a. m. to connect with No. 3 westbound and
No. 10 eastbound.

Returning, arrive Santa Fe 12:10 p.

carries passengers to Albuquerque, locally, and to Pacific
Coast points.
Leave Santa Fe 3:30 p. m. to connect with No. 1 westbound, and
No. 2, eastbound, connecting at
"Cut-off- "
with
Albuquerque
train for Clovis and Pecos Valley points.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 6:05 p.
No. 3

m.

Leave Santa Fe 6:20 p. m. to connect with No. 7 westbound carrying El Paso sleeper, also No.
4 eastbound.

Returning, arrive Santa Fe 8:35

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior, V. S.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., March

p.

m.

Leave 8anta Fe 8:50 p. m. to connect with No. 8 eastbound, and
No. 9 westbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 12:30
a. m.

Call .'.'Central" for Train
Reports.

Notice is hereby given that David
Quintana, of Pojoaque, N. M., who, on
March 4, 1913, made Add! Homestead
Entry April 28, 1904, No. 017763, for
acres of land in Sec. 10, Township 19 N., Range 6 E. List
Meridian, Act June n, 1906, Jemez
Nat Forest, hereby gives notice that
all persons claiming the land adversely or desiring to show it to be mineral
in character muet file objection with
this office on or before April 22, 19i:i.
MANUEL R, OTERO,
Register.
52-6- 0

A MESSAGE TO RAILROAD MEN.
E. S. Bacon, 11 Bast St , Bath, Me.,

nends out this warning to railroaders
everywhere. "My work as conductor
Caused a chronic inflammation of the
kidneys and I was miserable and all
played out. From the day 1 began taking Foley Kidney Pills I began to re'
gain my strength, and I am better
now than I have been for twenty
ears." Try them. For sale by all
UNITED STATES Court House, SDt Fe.
Office ot Custodian , March
New Mextoo.
10, IVI3
Scaled proposals will be received
at this building until S o'rloeh p. m.. Mareh
to. 1913. and then opened, for furmnhine electric current, gas. water, ice and mfooeUa-neousupplies, and for removinic ashes and
towels andsprinhlln? streets
rubbish, wasr-icdurini? the fiscal year ending June INK 16U.
Sealed tftposls w 111 also' be retired until
. April 22. 1918, and then
t o'clock,for p100mtons
bituminous nut eoal and
opened,
3 oords wood. The richt to .re jeet aa ad
11 bids
is reserved by the Treasury DepartM. B, OTERO, Custodian.
ment.

PAJ
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portion of Dayton's citizens today. with him over the telephone today
"
from their refuge on the highest point said his information was authentic. &
in the city, awaited anxiously to learn Governor Cox is making efforts to
Which Has a Most Complete
of the fate of at least 65,000 of the get in communication with Piqua,
Assortment of
city's inhabitants hemmed in by rag- PASTORS OF CHURCHES
ROSES (all colors)
$2.00 a dozen
LEAD IN SAVING VILLAGE.
flood water and menaced by fire.
ing
LINEN
$
STAMPED
CARNATIONS
CORRECT
MILLINERY,
$1.00 a dozen
I!ellefoiitaine, Ohio, March 27. Led
Although only a little more than a
&
DAFFODILS. . . . . . . . $1.00 a dozen
mile from the section where it is fear by pastors of the churches who call- - $.
EMBROIDERY FLOSS IN WHITE AND COL- VIOLETS.
a bunch
ft
$.50
U3 there has been great loss of life, ed their congregations together and
ORS; ALSO CROCHET COTTON.
hundreds of nu-and women. looked emphasized the urgent need of assist- THE CLARENDON GARDEN
Phone 12.
POR A LIMITED
jen helplessly Even during the early auce and aided by children and worn- endangered villages, scores of
hours of tliethird day of the Hood, anyi-o$.10
ifstimate cf the number who perished ""''i worked all night and continued
Banquet Tomatoes, per can,
"
"
.
.
1.20
.
,
their efforts today to repair the
dozen, .
per
would have been mere guesR work.
CORNER
PLAZA.
SOUTHEAST
"
"
2.35
breaks in '.the banks of the
per case,
housands have been marooned, threatened
Lewiston .reservoir.
2
No.
for
25c
a
one
are
no
the
standard
Ilow
Banquets
many have survived
regular
The walls were holding at noon.
these people assert, were swep' down
- - selier.
KllOWS.
Our price ICc per can.
Tim firet ralluf train ontut-ar- i
thlo lv
with their homes in the swift
Numerous fires have sprung up from Toiedo iast nlght and tWo
Every available inch of space hi the
the water from a bursted reser- - dre(1 asBel,Ker8 0f the wrecked Penn- Columbus state hospital for the in
No-Ipane and Mount Carmel hospital on voir penned in tens of thousands, but ByiVania train who have been mar-th- e
4
worst blaze started yesterday af-- ooned here were taken to Urbana dur- the hill too. is occupied by refugees
ttrnoon
about 4:0 and this morning ng the night.
according to those who invaded the
HEADQUARTERS FOR
1 2nS2E3Sr3X3SL
(stricken district today. Four children was still claiming its toll of property STUDENTS PATROL TOWN
UNDER MARTIAL LAW.
Jure reported to have been born in aand doubtless many lives.
HIGH-GRADj
school house on the hill top.-- . ,Firi ABOUT 1000 PEOPLE
Lafayette, Ind., March 27. Indirect
nuet iauer, wno was niarooreo on
utAU in wtai tuLumDua, news received from Logansport at 1
ithe hill top just beyond the" flooded
March 27. Be-- o'clock says one man is known to
Ohio,
Columbus,
'section, reaching that point of cnfety tween GOO and 1000 persons lost their have been drowned.
Five bridges
the lives in the flooded west side of Co- - have been destroyed and it is reporthis automobile iust before
waters swept the lowlands, said he iumbus,
according to reports of the ed thousands of homes have been
'
on their porches (ni.imh,.H rHKnnlr.li who
saw
cot- - abandoned.
people
The mayor has declared
irriga-pand Protective ,he sun's rays and plenty of
AND
t down an(1 that ten into communication
ir the
they wew'
the martial law, the Culver students are
Dltisn
into
Hon
will
the
green
or
other
put
of
Klks
this
cily
anv
of
how
any
of
its:ie oanllot Bee
Order
sciircey
the
the
office
,
from
previously patrolling
city.
newspaper
iieeil am- lecal opinions the order lace.
them escaped.
isolated section of the city. This safe CITIZENS
QUIET DAY.
will know to whom to turn. Assistant
avenua
between
The
section
Ontral
INTO STRICKEN CITY,
estimate is given by persons in charge
be- The governor, the chief justice, the
Attorney General Harry S. Clancy
street was almost wiped of the relief stations on the hill top
- and Sandusky
Sidney, Ohio, March 27. Citizens
came one of the benevolent brethren captain of the mounted police and oth- out. After two nights of horror, dur west
of the flooded section Former of Dayton hurrying homeward to the
at the initiation last night and today er officials are away and the cupitol ing which hundreds clung to house
Mayor
George S. Marshall, who was aid of their families appear to have
a
which
Pieces
calm
assumed
has
Are II HAVE YOUR WATCH CLEANED
the
button,
atmosphere
Mr. Clancy is wearing
for help until their voices in telephone communication with At- found a route to the
- itops calling
exnerves
the
is
to
after
by way of
the
restful
the
city
of
I
!
OCCASIONALLY.
llrothcr" Clancy is brother
were
dozens
while
parched torney Cecil Randall, his law partner, the Big Four from Cleveland to Crest
gave way,
decid-- ! citing scenes of legislative
days.
en t lie branches of trees, manv are said
iiitorney general who recently
Randall
Mr.
asserted
that
from
today
NEW STATION.
line, Ohio, the Pennsylvania
ed that drinks are things of value.)
still beyond reach of the rescuers.
the death roll would reach at least a Crestline to Lima, the Cincinnati,
has
The corporation commission
It is not known where the attorney
wave
cold
which
the
The
struck
thousand.
E. P. & S. W, tuintlMii
Hamilton & Dayton- from Lima to
liiet niolif noitun.l tiifitiv tn
general found this legal information been informed that the
There Is more Catarrh in this sec- New Mexican Want Ads always
GOVERNOR COX HEARS
Troy or Sidney and thence cross coun lion or the
but perhaps members of the "bar" have installed a new depot at Mesinto
tnPir
lo08e
dl.0!,
alm
country than ul other bring results. Try it.
grlp
IS
UNDER
CONTROL
FIRE
side
on
the
of
from
east
the
nunm-.m
a.,u
Troy
try
i"" the water Wj(Jl miUa,.v Klliss(i- res-will be al)le to uirow ngm on uie
diseases put together, and unil the
March 2i. That
Ohio,
and from Sidney on the west last few
operator there as soon as business
aud theColumbus,
()n th(, EaltllI10
years was supposed ro ne in-f
s(un(Jlng
was under control h..Unk on foot or in automobiles or
fire in
r- -- .
justifies it.
GATHERING THE LEAVES.
.i
Ohio railroad' near Central avenue, inI n vq rt Dayton
r iniilurl
SS
n
.
no
n
S
itAt.A
wad" tna : fn!
T0 LECTURE.
"
"""-lu n
doctors
:
it a local tisease
;
see
dead
forms
several
Workmen were busy again today
pronounced
?
lying
i
jcould
Cox
to
mation
Governor
by
given
N.
and prescribed local remedies, and
0n the roof of a building to the east,
gathering up the leaves from the. State Superintendent Alvan
RESCUERS LOSE THEIR
phone today from Dayton at 11: la.
by constantly
failing to cure witaiB
mossy beds around the capitol and a White is packing bis grip to go to) At tne corner of Glenwood and HOLIDAY
IS DECLARED
LIVES IN FRAGILE BOATS, hocal treatment, pronounced it incur-- 1
formidable leafy wall has been "built" Estancia to give a few talks to teach- Thomas avenues the lifeless form of
TO PROTECT SECURITIES.
down there. Mr. u m.m was still hanging in a tree. He
Columbus, Ohio, March 27. Colonel able. Science has proven Catarrh tojy
on the east skin of the grounds. The ers and pupils
Ohio, March 27. Gover- D. N. Oyser, an attache of the city be a constitutional disease, and there-- j
Don't walk into a
grass once more comes into sight. It White has been saving his voice for jnad rozen during the night as le was norColumbus,
Cox today issued a proclamation sanitary department, reported this fore requires constitutional treat P.
store and pick out
is true il looks a bit "seedy" but soon ;Sonio days and lie is ready to "orate." i&een Bignalliiig for help before dark.
disflood
all
in
afternoon that two truck loads of ment. Hall's Catarrh Cure, manufac
.
Vandals looting the besieged territory declaring a holiday
a suit that appears
""
"
r
.1.
V. Cavar, tricts in Ohio, for the next ten days. bodies were removed from one point tured by F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo
added to the horror.
j
exclusive
to you,
This was done to protect negotiable on the west side. Hundreds of peo- Ohio, is the only constitutional cure
ran as high as 4,000.
BODIES ARE TAKEN FROM
justice of the peace at fcriggfidalc,
walk
then
to
or
be
proCox
that
is
last
the
In
saia
market.
ssiibject
late
flooded
'in
Governor
It.,
paper
are
unio
still
marooned
taken internally
might
swore
Beveral deputies today and
ple
WATERS AND STACKED UP
Style Street
.i homes, their rescue being impossible in doses from 10 drops to a teaspoon Iff
TO AWAIT CRUDE BURIAL. night that it was believed that more aimed them with instructions to "hoot tt'Stin
bump into a dozen
fill.
It acts directly on the blood anti ) jg
KENTUCKY RIVER
than 1,000 persons had perished
because of the swift torrents. Many
down all looters.
other fellows wear-- ,
mucous
of
life
of
IN 20 YEARS,
loss
the
alone
that
the
surfaees
and
HIGHEST
have
been
system.
Fourth
X.iiiona'
overturned
Ohio
Dayton
They
from
one).
E.,
y
page
Company
(Continued
jboats already
the samefash- offer
one
Kendollars
in other parts of the state might in- Guard at Marysville, assumed sunrd
hundred
27.
The
case
for
March
ing
any
Ky.,
and
of
lives
several
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